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New Dean To
Be Announced
the matter.
According to Dr. Paul Stigall,
the chairman of the selection,
committee, the group started
off with about thirty possible
candidates and they have
narrowed the list down to a final
number of eight. It is from this,
list that the committee will
select their recommendations
for Marchello.
Of the final eight, three of the
applicants are currently with
the University of MissouriRolla and the other five under
consideration are from other
universities.

By PAUL BRAUN
Within the next few weeks,
Chancellor Joseph Marchello is
expected to name his choice for
UMR 's
new
Dean
of
Engineering.
The selected
individual will succeed James
E. Halligan who resigned from
the post last year.
Tomorrow, February 8th, the
selection committee for the new
dean will meet and decide on a
list composed of 3 or 4 recommended individuals which will
be submitted to the Chancellor,
who will have the final choice in

Although none of the names of
the candidates from UMR have
been disclosed, Dr. Robert L.
Davis is probably one of the
three. Davis, a professor from
the Engineering Mechanics
department, has been the Acting Dean of Engineering for
the past several months.
The MINER will cover the
development of this story
during the next couple of weeks
as a decision is expected from
Chancellor Marchello from
anywhere between a week to a
month
after
the
recommendations are made.
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Aux Ent Relents

An Explanati~n
.

~

I'm sure you DOtlced It - tile paper Is smaller, by about an
Incb and a balf. TIle Rolla Dally News Is our contracted
printer, and tIley recently converted from a 32" paper size to
29". ThIs ebange was brought on by a nationwide newsprint
shortage. With tile narrower paper, tile Dally News Is able to
buy more rolls of newsprint based on a fixed, yearly tonnage
allotment. We were requested to switch over, and for tile
sake of continued smooth operations and good rapport, we
agreed. We also worted out an agreement sueb that we wll1
receive a discount on our printing bill, thus enabllng us to
pun:base additional pages. No, tile MIner Staff Isn't going to

Outside Food Source
Allowed For Blood Drive
By KEN HARDY

Today is the second day of the
Student Council's Blood Drive
for the first time this semester.
The Council sponSQl's the
collection efforts of the Red
Cross at UMR about twice a
semester. The blood letting is a
relatively painless process and
is the only way to provide area
hospitals with the life-carrying
fluid so necessary to their
patients. After a short period of
slight discomfort comes the
"reward" to which all donors
look forward. Cookies and
refreshments are provided free
to all donors in order to help the
body's systems replace the lost
blood.
The source of these refreshscheduled last semester, but
had to be postponed due to ments have been the source of
contention
between
technical difficulties. A new some
electrical lock-in scoreboard students and university for
destined for the contest, could some time. In the past, all food
not be completed in time served in the University Center
bought
because Radio Shack fell has had to have
through on SUB's order for from the university food serparts. In previous years the vice. Last year, for example,
matches were monitored by a participants in APO's Danperson, not a machine. Tbere cethon had to leave campus for
and
refreshments
were discrepancies in the meals
Judgement of the monitor as far because AUXiliary Services
as who raised their hand first. would not allow APO to bring
The
electrical
lock-in outside food into the University
scoreboard was finished in time Center. In past blood drives, the
this semester and assured Student Council has had to go
the
university's
smooth running contests. The through
postponement
caused Auxiliary Services office to
rescheduling problems in that obtain cookies and liquid
the college bowl started on a refreshment for blood donors.
Mr. Jess Zink, director of
Monday night (opposed to
previously starting on a Auxiliary Services, explained
Tuesday night), knocking out that he really has to keep a hand
some contenders due to con- on what is served in the
University 's building. Missouri
flicts.
health laws are very strict on
(cont. on pg. 5)
matter
of
hygiene
a nd

sanitation. Should any food
poisoning result from improper
preparation or storage of
foodstuffs, the university would
be held liable. For that reason
Mr. Zink allows food to be
served in the center only by

food
service
profeSSional
organizations. Food brought
into the building from unknown
or unreliable sources would
place the university in too great
(cont. on pg. 5)
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LAKE PLACID-1980

'C ollege Bowl
Sig Tau Wins
By MARY FORD
The Student Union Board held
its Second Annual College Bowl
last week. Sigma Tau Gamma's
team overtook Triangle, 235 to
200, to take first place. Both
teams had done exceedingly
well in their previous matches.
Triangle led Sigma Tau
Gamma at halftime, but in the
second half the Sig Taus surged
to the lead. Kevin Clarkin, from
Triangle's team, reiterated, "It
was close all the way."
Sigma Tau Gamma's team
will be going to Columbia,
Missouri tonight for the College
Bowl's Mid-West Regional
Tournament. The tournament
continues for the rest of the
week, ending in an awards
banquet this Saturday afternoon. The team consists of:
Jim Roberts <team captain),
Bill Nix, Guy Gilbert and
Darrell Plank.
•• The College Bowl had been

Throngs of people from
throughout the world will
crowd the streets of the
tiny village of Lake Placid .
New York. from Feb . 12-24,
1980. when the Adirondack
Mountain town plays host
to the XIII Winter Olympics,
which will be telecast by
ABC Sports.
ABC Sports will provide
51 hours of television
coverage during the XIII
Winter Olympic Games
from Lake Placid, N.Y.,
FEB, 12 - 24.

been

CH[CII lISTtNGS rOR (MCT n .. [ .

This Week's Goodies
The Draft - And Dodging It pg. 5
Creating A Gasoline Shortage pg.7
''Life Of Brian" Review pg. 10
Koenig's Kraziness pg. 13
Buyer's Guide pg. 15
Groundwaves pg. 18
Olympic Previews pgs. 23 - 24
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely 1 can
work that one out! Receiving a
correct answer, the professor

student's attention on til!! part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
~~~plicate~ ~he p~oble~, but
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d
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SUB

TONIGHT'S FILII
Perhaps the Marx Brothers' best film, tonight's A Night at the Opera
contains do2ens of memorably hilarious moments. One of the two or three
funniest films ever made.

Scripts

IISIII ROCK CLUlBING CLUB
On Thursday, February 7 at 6:30 p.m . the rock climbing club will hold a
general membership meeting in room No. 30li Norwood Hall. Slides will be
shown and everyone is invited to attend .

ThIs Sunday, February 10, the

Student Union Board presents
Warren Beatty In his own
production of "Heaven Can
Walt. " Tbe film Is about a
quarterback <Warren Beatty)
wbo is summoned to Heaven
before his time, and the contusion tbat results from the
errors. Sbowtimes are at 4:00
p.m. and 6:30 p.m. In Centennial Hall, Admission is free.

GDIIlEETlNG
Important GDI meeting begins at 6:00 (note time change) on Thursday.
Feb. 7 in 114 CEo ElecUons for St. Pat's Board, Queen, and Knight. Important
news for aU INDEPENDENTS will be discussed. All members are needed to
attend. Memberships will be sold and beverages will follow.
ETA KAPPA NU
There will be a meeUng of the HKN honor society on February 7 at 6:30
p.m. in the acoustically perfect Room 105 of the EE building. Smoker in·
vltaUons will be distributed, so attend if at all possible!

Las Vegas is moving to Rolla.
On Friday, February 15, SUB
will be sponsoring UMR's
original Casino Night. With a
flash of your UMR I.D., you will
receive a few thousand dollars _
to try lady luck In games of
craps, blackjack, roulette, and
many more. The action starts at
8: 00 p.m. in Centennial Hall.
On February 16, SUB takes to
the adventures of the outdoors
with a Winter Float Trip. The
float is "free", but limited to
only experienced canoeist. Sign
up at On the Loose, T-9.
Transportation and lunch will
not be provided.
UMR's second annual College
Bowl ended last Wednesday
with a victory for Sigma Tau
Gamma. The winning team was
composed of Jim Roberts,
Darrell Plank, Guy Gilbert, and
William Nix.
These quick-thinking young
men will be competing for the
regional title this weekend in
Columbia, Mo.

BETA CHI SIGMA
,
Beta Chi Sigma new members meeting Thursday, February 7, at 6:30 p.m.
In room 201 of the Old Student Union.

FRIDAY
SCIENCE" ENGINEERING FAIR
The Twenty·Third Annual South Central Missouri Science and Engineering
Fair will be held in Centennial Hall, University Center East, on March 28·29,
1980. Judging of exhibits will be from I :00-5:00 p.m., Friday, March 28, and
the · Awards Program will be at 2 p.m. in St. Pat's Ballroom , University
Center West, March 29.
In the past, various organizations have sponsored an award to a deserving
exhibit. It is hoped that your organization will be able to present an award at
the 1980 Science and Engineering Fair.
If no exhibit qualifies for an award in your particular field, you are, of
course, free to withhold the award for this year. It is urged you do that than
give an award this year to a non-qualifying exhibit, and then fail to offer
anything in the following year.

EINSTEIN CENTENNIAL LECI'URE ON CAMPUS
Professor Peter G. Bergmann, Professor of Physics, Syracuse University,
will visit UMR as part 01 the Einstein Centennial Program. Prolessor
Bergmann worked with Einstein at the Institute for Advanced Studies in
Princeton, New Jersey, from 1936-41 and is himsell a distinguished physicist
wbose research interests include general and special relativity, unitary field
theory, wave propagation, electron optics, stochastic problems and
Irreversible processes.
.
Bergmann's lecture, "The Heritage 01 Albert Einstein," will be held on
Friday, February 8, 1980, at 4 p.m. in the Miles Auditorium of the Mechanical
Engineering Building and Is open to the public. This free lecture is sponsored
by the Missouri Committee for the Humanities, the state-based arm of the
National Endowment for the Humanities.

SATURDAY

THETA TAU UGLY MAN
College Bowl has proved to be
There will be an Ugly Man party at Sigma Phi Epsilon Saturday, February
popular among UMR students. 9, at 8:30 p.m·.
This year's program involved
eighteen
teams
including
LONGJOHN PARTY
fraternities, sororities, and
Sigma Nu Fraternity will be having a party, Saturday, February 9th lrom 9
professional societies. It is
p.m.-I a.m. Admission Is free with Longjohns on. What better time is there to
boped that next year's Bowl will have a Longjohn Party, than in the middle of winter. Sounds crazy ........ 1t
be even more successful from a is!! Be there.
participation stand point.
The outcome of the regionaL
TJBA
On Saturday, February 9. Thomas Jefferson Hall Association is sponsoring
tournament will be provided as
at
Lions
Den Irom 8:00 p.m. til twelve midnight.
a
Valentine's
Day
Dance
soon as the results are
available. The SUB wishes Tickets are $1.00 per person or $1.50 per couple and are available at TJ and
Rayl between 4: 30 and 6: 00 p.m. Dress is semi· formal ; no blue jeans allowed.
the best of luck to the Sig Taus.
AWA
The Arnold Whitewater Association and the Ozark Chapter 01 the Sierra
Club are co-sponsoring the 13th Annual Missouri Whitewater Championships,
March 15 and t6 on the St. Francis River near Fredericktown, Missouri.
Whitewater paddlers are invited to partiCipate and the public to watch this
exciting event. For more inlormation contact: Matt Pross, 15 N. Meramec
Av., Clayton, M063J05, phone N314·726-0056 .

Stop

excus~

yourJifi
away.

TUESDAY

~

n ,'''A'f>u'Allt"''t-Rvltl

MACBETH LECl'URE
On Tuesday, February 12th at 7:30 in the M.E. Auditorium Professor
William Wray will present at lecture: "Will the Real Macbeth Please Stand
Up?"
Professor Wray, a Shakespeare scholar at Oklahoma State, will discuss the
different visions directors have created In their interpretations of Macbeth.
The talk will precede the showing of Roman Polanski's Macbeth at 8: 30.
On Thursday at 7:30 Orson Welles' Macbeth will be screened. The public is
cordially invited to the free lecture and the movies which are $2 at the door.
The lecture has been made possible by a grant from Walter Northrup, a
UMR alumnus.

WEDNESDAY
WESLEY
There will be a Valentine's Party at Wesley on Wednesday at 6:00 p.m .•
featuring games, refreshments, and lots of fun. Hope to see you there!

AICHE
The first meeting of AICHE will be next Wednesday, Feb. 13. R. J. Hesse
will be the speaker from Bechtel. Inc .. Houston, Texas. His topic Is Energy
Economics.
Also at the meeting will be the presentations 01 the 1979 Student Scholar·
ship Award and the 1978·79 Student Chapter Award of Excellence.

SPELUNKERS'S CLUB
The M.S.M. Spelunkers' Club meets Wednesdays at 6: 15 in 305 Norwood
Hall.

NODAY
SWE SPRING SCHOLARSHIP
The Society of Women Engineers is now accepting applications lor their
1980 Spring Scholarship Program. Qualified candidates are eligible lor nine
scholarships, varying in amount lrom $200 to $1,500. All SWE administered
scholarships are open only to women majoring in engineering in an ac·
credited uJliversity. Recipients will be notified approximately May I, 1980
and will receive the awards for use during the 1980-81 school year. Completed
applications must be postmarked no later than March I.
Interested students can pick up an application in the Minority Engineering
Office, building T-23.

THETA TAU APPLICATIONS
Applications for Theta Tau Omega Honorary Engineering Fraternily can
be picked up at the Candy Counter of the Student Union. Applicants must
have completed at least 50 hours. Return all forms to the Candy Counter by
Friday, February 8.

~

U

MAY GRADUATES

j(
in

If you will be completing requirements for a degree at the end of the spring
semester, you should make application lor that degree by going to the
Registrar's Office at your earliest convenience. The Registrar's Office will
not be able to include you with other students linishing undergraduate and
graduate degrees on May 18 unless you make application with Lauren
Peterson.

w

BLUE KEY
Blue Key is accepting applications lor Spring 1980 pledging. Application
forms may be picked up at the University Center. They must be returned by
Friday, February 8, to either the Candy Counter or to Marty Dixon at Chi
Omega.

THIS FRI. & SAT. NIGHT
10:45 p.m. only!Adults 52.50
Separate

Admission! Open 10:30

A movie that gives America
what it
needs ~\~~
most ...
LAUGHSI

ST. PAT'S BENEFIT MOVlE
Tuesday night, Feb . 12, the SI. Pat 's Board will present "Good Guys Wear
Black," plus Three Stooges shorts. at the Uptown Theatre. Show times are
6:45 and 9:00 p.m. Tickets are available in advance lrom any SI. Pat's Junior
Rep for 50(, or 75( at the door. It 'll be better than your average benelit movie.
KIIE
Kappa Mu Epsilon will hold its monthly meeting on Tuesday, ~'ebruary 12,
at 6:30 p.m . in room 209 M·CS. All members and those who are interested in
pledging are urged to attend. Relreshments will be available . Applications

American
Cancer Society
flu ...... rA( I llINTll.ltlUfI

TAU BETA PI
There will be a meeting of Tau Beta Pi Tuesday, February 12th at 7:30
p.m., in room G~ of the chemistry building.

f '.

(or

KME can be obtained

in

the Math oHice.

.F4'

UMR Professor Chosen
First ASEM President

SOURCE:OPI
University of Missouri-Rolla
department
chairman,
professor B. R. Sarchet, has
been elected the first president
of the American Society for
Engineering Management.
'J
The newly formed national
professional association was
founded Nov. 6, at a meeting
held in St. Louis. Represen-'
tatives , of 13 industries and
15
public
agencies,
and
educational institutions make
up the roster of 28 founding
members.
The society's objectives include the advancement of
engineering management in
theory and practice, main,tenance of the high professional
standards of its , members;
promotion of the development
of the prOfession of engineering
manageinent; and service in
the public interest.
"The society will provide a
professional
home
for
graduates of the more than 80
programs
in
engineering
management , which
offer
degrees at the bachelor's andor master's level," Sarchet
"In
addition,
comments.
practicing engineers who have
risen to managerial positions,
or who are interested in the
engineering management field
will find this SOCiety of service.
"One of the SOCiety's goals,"
he continues, "will be to
sponsor the establishment of
student chapters at colleges and
universities for students in
, engineering 'management and
allied programs. "
Sarchet received his B.S. and
M.S. degrees in chemical
engineering from The Ohio
State University and the
University of Delaware. He
joined Koppers Company Inc.,
in 1941. For a period of 26 years
with the company, he served in
a dozen management posi-

tions in engineering deSign,
research, product development,
commercial development, plant
management,
marketing
management
and
general
management. In 1955 he attendlld
the
advanced:,
management
program
at
Harvard Business School.
He left industry in 1967 and
joi'ned the UMR faculty at the
time of the establishment of the
department of engineering
management, and has served
as professor and chairman of
the department since that time.
More than 1.600 R SAnd M S

degrees
in
engineering
management
have
been
granted by UMR since 1967.
Professor Sarchet led a team
of five UMR engineering
faculty from 1971 to 1973, to
aSSist in the development of an
engineering school in Vietnam.
He is a past chairman of the
Engineering
Management
DiviSion of the American
SOCiety
for
Engineering
Education, and is a member' of
several honorary fraternities.
He has a number of publications
in the management field .

Thursday, February 7, 1980
MISSOURI MINER

Professor B.R. Sarchet, the chairman of UMR's
Engineering Management Department, has been elected
as president of the American Society of Engineering
Management.
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Missouri Tourism

Travel Guide Conserves Energy
By MICHAEL L.

DUNNERMANN
The 1980's are here and they
have come bearing inflation,
unemployment, and the energy
shortage.
The
American
tradition of a family vacation is
falling short of reality. To help
those who wish to continue to
travel,
and
to conserve
gaSOline, time and money, the
Missouri Division of Tourism

Missouri Miner
The MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the students of
the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is published weekly at Rolla,
Missouri. The MISSOURI MINER features activities of the students
and faculty of UMR.
BIU Frank

364.8115

Betsy Hawks

364-4780

EdItor
Business Manager
MaaaglDg EdItor
News Editor
,

Bob Burcbett
Marilyn Koibet

Sports EdItor

ChrIs RIlDSOIII

has completely revised its
annual travel guide. The newly than 130 full-color photos are
released edition is a 44-page contained in the booklet to give
booklet containing more in- the traveler a visual insight to
formation, more photos, more
maps, and more
vacation
regions to choose from .
The liasis for the publication
of the Missouri travel guide is to
provide travel information that
will be useful before leaving the
home. Some of ,the booklet
features include a series of foldout maps, one for each Missouri
vacation region. On each appears specific text detailing the beauty of Missouri's atcosts, rentals and seasons, that tractions.
will make it easier for potential
travelers to plan an energysaving, money-saVing trip while
A new vacation region has
traveling in Missouri. More been added to promote the

364-5156
364-7416
News Staff: Paul Braun, Ken Hardy, Mike Dunnermann, Mary Ford,
Karen Downer.
'
Features Editor
Linda POnzer
364-3150
Features Staff: Diane Nau, Kate Busher, Bob Koenig, Cornelia
Hecker.
Sports Staff: John Crow, Gerry Goeke, Chris Wilson.
Photo EdItor
Daryl Seck
364-9769
Photographers: Dave Caswell, Paul Schaeffer, Phil Cook.
Ad'ertislng DIrector
Ste.e Sontag
364-9885
Advertising Sales Staff: Cindi Monds, Rich Bee, Kim Hoffstetter.
Circulation: Mark Brown, Dean Hutson.
Faculty Adnser
Curtis Adams
341-4809
Subscrlpdoils are available to tbe general readership at a rate of S6 per
semester.
,
ArtIcles and photos for pubUcation in the Miner must be In by 9:00
p.m. on Monday before printing on Thursday_
THE MISSOURI MINER
T-l,3414235
University of Missouri-Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401
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history, mining traditions and
diversity of the area along the
ltJississlppi River. This region
has been named the River
Heritage Region of southeast
Missouri. The new vacation
land was formed by separating
it from the Big Springs
Region. This the eighth of
such regions specified in
Missouri.

As in the past, included in this
new booklet is a listing of
Missouri state parks and
historic sites, with a chart
showing the facilities at each:
Other sections contain hunting
and fishing information, plus a
listing of 23 commerclallyoperated caves that can be
toured. There is also a list of 42
associations and agencies,
(their addresses and phone
numbers) which can provide
more information to the services at their location.
The 1980 Missouri travel
guide Is available to the public
through the mail and at the
division's three Missouri information centers near Joplin
<1-44), in St. Louis <1-270) and
near New Madrid (I-55). Travel
planners also will receive the
booklet at boat and travel shows
attended by the division this
spring.
There were a total of 500,000
copies pr inted and to get a free
copy of the travel guide, write:
Missouri Division of Tourism,
Dept. NR-O, Box l OSS, Jefferson

;J~ 11#. .;. 12 th
_',,':,' .. '. '" ',." '. "_ '. '." : -c .' _ ~, ',," -, .cIty, M.0' ~51O;t,
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a

... but as we said earlier, UMR's classes
are NOT c8ncelled today despite 4~ feet of
snow on the ground, a wind chill of -47

degrees and an additional forecast or
another 12 to 18 incbes of snow before

/

... ". ,-

Gasohol Ups Food Prices
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
congressional report says food
prices could shoot up in the next
decade because of President
Jimmy Carter's proposal for a
huge
gasohol
production
program.
The report, issued Friday by
the Office of Technology
Assessment,
said
the
multibillion-dollar effort urged
by
Carter
could
ca~se
"Significant inflation in food
prices" because it would create
a shortage of grain.
Gasohol is produced by
mixing unleaded gaSOline and
ethyl alcohol - or ethanol - in
a ratio.of !Ho·1. It has not been
produced in large amounts until
recently because the cost of

production pushed the retail
price of gasohol far above that
of ordinary gasoline.
In an effort to reduce
American dependence on im·
ported oil, Carter has suggested
producing 500 million gallons of
ethanol by 1981, a goal the OTA
said cannot realistically be met.
The congressional research
agency said it would take at
least until the middle of 1982 to
reach that level of production,
and would require about 5
million tons of grain to produce
500 million gallons of ethanol.
This year's ethanol production
is estimated at 80 million
gallons.
Even as · the current grain
surplus caused by the Soviet

~rC}Jour

CValentine

Gifts,

Books

~!~
Forum Plaza

364·5432 Open 9-9 Mon.-Sat.

grain embargo and other factors dwindles, the report said,
there will be pressure to expand
production to an annual level of
1 billion gallons a year.
When that hapQens, the study
said, there will be a significant
strain on available grain supplies, mainly corn, and prices
will rise. That will require that
ethanol production either be
slowed or other raw materials
used to produce it.
The OTA urged a large
research effort to develop
means for using wood or similar
materials
for
ethanol
production.
The report also said that
using coal to power larger
ethanol plants could cause
serious
environmental
problems. It said that there
would be pressure to waive
existing clean air restrictions
on burning coal.

7, 1980
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The U's Favorite "Snow Job"

student's attention on t~ part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
comDlicates the Droblem. but

Students Fail Turning
Dorm Food To Credit
BLOOMINGTON, IN (CPS)
- Two Indiana University
students have lost - at least for
the time being - their chance to
turn their displeasure over
dorm
food
service
into
academic credit.
Sue Kesim and Richard
Federici had applied for a
Home Economics independent
study to research, evaluate, and
suggest improvements in the
residence hall food service that
daily feeds some 12,500
students.
Their dorm complex agreed
to pay for part of the five-credit
study, but the students lost a bid
to have the student government
pay for the rest of the credits
when the government - called
the Resident Halls Association
( RHA) - tabled their request.
The RHA was going to
reconsider the matter at its
January meeting last week, but
Kesim and Federici failed to
ask the government to discuss it
again.
The two juniors' request was
tabled in December because
some RHA officers "did not
know if they believed in using
student money to pay students
to do class work," recalls RHA
President David Neumann. If
Kesim and Federici, who could

not be reached for comment,
had gotten their wish, each
dorm resident would have ef·
fectively paid 1.5 cents for their
credits.

College
Bowl
(cont. from pg. 1)

The questions used in the
College Bowl were in sealed
packets sent by the National
College Bowl. There was a
mixup when some of the
packets
used
the same
questions
from
previous
matches. As soon as this was
discovered, new questions were
substituted. Questions covered
such broad topics as, history,
English, science, and art.
The procedure of the match
was as follows: a toss·up
question worth ten points was
given, if the answering team
was correct they would have a
chance at a bonus question
worth 20 to 30 points.
The contest was single
elimination. In the semi·finals,
Sigma Tau Gamma played
Delta Sigma Phi and Triangle
played Tau Kappa Epsilon.

Blood Drive
(cont _ from pg. 1)

a risk of liability suits.
However, the Student Council
for this blood drive is obtaining
their cookies from an outside
source. Cookies will be baked
and delivered by Foster's
Bakery of Rolla directly to the
Student Council. This ts only
being done, though, with
Auxiliary Service's knowledge
and consent. Whereas Auxiliary
Services had exclusively seen to
the cookie source in the past.
this time they are letting the
Student Council find the best
product at the best price. To
protect the university, the
Student Council 's contract for
use of University Center
provides that any source of
edibles may be acquired but
only with the knowledge and
consent of the Auxiliary Services staff. Hopefully this
arrangement works for all
- -;nvolYed-with M1e Genter-. ---.

Learn about the great opportunItIes
available In the areas Of:

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
COMPUTER SCIENCES

SICN UP TODAY I
Motorola recruIters will be IntervIewIng
on campus

February 19

@

MOTOROLA INC.

Thursday, February 7, 1980
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U.s. Conscription
0J.l, I §EE. uUCJT B£CAV§E
OF MY §EX, I §HOULDN'T
BE ALLOWED To §TAND
f>IDE BY ~ID[ W/TI-J You
BRAVE AMERICAN MEN-AND DoDGE" TrlE DRArT.

Draft History Reviewed

CCCO Regi'stering
Military Obiectors
The Central Committee for
Conscientious Objectors has
announced that they are
registering individuals who are
opposed to participation in the
military.
Larry Spears, director of
CCCO's Youth and Conscientious Objection Campaign,
says, " The need for young
people to go on record as conscientious objectors to war h:ts
never been greater than it is
today ."
According to Spears, "There
is a very real possibility that
Congress will pass a bill, after
the 1980 elections, requiring the
mandatory
registration
of
young people with Selective
Service. Young Americans
should start thinking about
whether they could participate
in the military."
Spears says that CCCO has
already registered several
thousand young people through
itS conscientious objection card.
"These cards are available
from CCCO, P .O. Box 15796,
Philadelphia, PA 19103. They
simply state 'Because of my
beliefs about war, I am opposed
to
participation
in
the
military. ".'
According to Betty Alexander, a National Selective Service
spokesperson
in

Washington, the cards could
carry a lot of weight in convincing a draft board of an
objector's sincerity. "It sounds
like a rational approach, " she
said. "It shows the applicant is
not
experiencing
a
late
crystallization of beliefs.
"They (CCCO) are a very
organized group. They know a
'statement made at this time
would carry a lot of ', weight. If
the draft is reinstituted and a
young man can prove he went
on record in a time when he was
not in danger' of gOing to war,
then it might have some- influence on his board."
"The usefulness of this card, "
says Spears, " is that it provides
a record of an individual's
opposition to war and the
current
military.
Under
Selective Service regulations,
an individual who is called up
for active duty will have only 10
days to put together his or her
CO claim. This CO card will
help demonstrate to the
military the thousands of young
people who will not serve in the
military even if the nation
returns to the draft. "
CCCO was founded in 1948 as
the Central Committee for
Conscientious Objectors and is
a national agency counseling
young Americans facing the
prospect of military service.

(CPS) - If Congress endorses President Carter's Jan.
23 proposal to begin military
registration it will be the
Selective Service System's first
stirring since 1976. But it will
not be the first time registration
has been brought back from the
grave. The U.S. has employed
various kinds of conscription
systems periodically for over a
hundred years. A brief history,
as gleaned from the published
works of Boston University
Professor Michael Useem :
The nation's first draft 'law,
enacted during the Civil War ,
was easiest for the moneyed
classes to avoid. The law
allowed draftees to hire substitues, and to buy exemptions
for $300. Thus the war, according to a popular saying of
the day, was fought "with rich
men's money and poor men 's
blood."
The law, moreover, was
inefficient. Of the 300,000 men
called up in 1863, nine percent
hired substitutes, 18 percent
paid the deferment fee , and a
whopping 70 percent resorted to
medical and other exemptions.
Only three percent of the
draftees were formally inducted.
Peace ended the draft, which
was not reinstated until World
War I. It was considerably
more efficient the second time.
Draftees accounted for the
majority of American soldiers
for the first time in American
history.
145,000
college
Around
students served instead in the
Student Army Training Corps
during the Great War. Almost
half the draftees claimed
physical
or
occupational
exemptions.
Others
protested
more
directly. Numerous anti-draft
marches on Washington ended
with the jailing of the march
leaders. Various unions notably the Industrial Workers
of the World - organized
resistance, and were nearly
destroyed as the result. Charles
Schenck, an officer of the thenformidable Socialist Party, was
arrested for merely circulating
a petition arguing the draft
violated constitutional strictures
against
involuntary
servitude. His case ended with
Supreme Court Justice Oliver

Wendel Holmes ' historic ruling
that limited freedom of speech
in times of national em~rgency .
In all, the War Department
listed 325,000 missing war
resistors two years after the
treaty of Versailles was signed.
The draft expired in 1947, but
the Truman administration
worried that volunteer rates
would be too low to sustain Cold
War military policy, and
successfully sponsored another
law
which,
with certain
modifications, remains in force
today . But the nation's second
peacetime draft did excite
protest. Resistance was loud
enough to force a liberalized
deferment system.
Indeed, the deferment system
was so discretionary that a
disporportionate share of the 1.5
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Resistance was so broad that
by the early seventies the
military system was under
attack by a large proportion of
the young men who were supposed to staff it. In 1973,
President Nixon ended all
physical exams and inductions.
Registration was suspended on
April 1, 1975, and the Selective
Service System was offiCially
put on standby status in
January, 1976.
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million men drafted into the
Korean War were from workirig
r.Jass families.
The
pattern
continued
through the Vietnam War, when
draft resistance hit its peak.
Some studies suggest as many
as 250,000 men illegally failed to
register, while another 300,000
either refused induction or
emigrated to avoid induction.
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The American
Cancer Society
thanks you.

Iranian Students

Immigration Slowed To Canadian Col/eges
(CPS) The Canadian
in
government's
help
smuggling six Americans out of
Iran last week may effectively
stop a building flow of Iranian
students out of the u.s. and into
Canadian universities.
"It's really too early to tell" if
the dramatic escape from
Tehran will stop the student
migration to Canada, says
Canadian Bureau for International Education (CBIE)
Director John Helliwell.
But some Canadian and
American international study
observers are guessing off the
record that Iranians will find it
nearly impossible to get into
Canada, at least until the
current crisis is resolved.
Tbe hardening Canadian
attitude is a vivid contrast to
the relative tolerance that,
Helliwell says, started to attract Iranian students to
Canada after anti-Iranian
hostility and U.S. immigration
pressures made life on
American
campuses
uncomfortable for them.
"Canada is less sensitive to
what happened in Iran than the
U.S. is," Helliwell observes.
"The Canadian students are
slightly more phlegmatic than
~ir
counterparts in the

,sCates."
. So when anti-Iranian sentiment erupted on American
campuses after the kidnapping
50 Americans in Tehran last
November, Iranians in the U.S.
began
flooding
Canadian
schools with applications to
transfer.

0'

"The
Iranians
apply
everywhere, using a shotgun
approach," Stan Jones, admissions director ·of Carleton
University in Ottawa, told
Canadian University Press.
They hope "they will be accepted to at least one of the
schools, without knowing much
about the schools themselves."
At Carleton, 100 of the 177
students in an English as a ,
second language program this
terJll
are
Iranian.
The
wllversltles of British Columbia
and Alberta as well as McGill
anif:." Bishop universities also
~ an increase in Iranian
utqbiries before last week's
.escape from Tehran.

Those inquiries had been
about evenly split · between
Iranians in the U.S. and those in
JJ:an, according to registration
olflcials across Canada. But the
subsequent closure of the
Canadian embassy In Tehran,
which initially processed applications, has left Iranians still
at bome with no place to
inquire.
And there is evidence that
Iranians who wish to transfer
from U.S. schools to Canadian
schools are relying more on
outside agencies to help them.
"Tbere are dozens of
recruiting agencies around the
country," reports Bill Bray of
the National Association for
Foreign Student Affairs in
Washington, D.C. "Mostly, they

just help get through the
paperwork."
Many agencies, Bray says,
are run by former students who
learned how to muddie through
the paperwork and registration
process themselves. .Much of
their advice is available for the
price of a stamp from numerous
govern-mental sources, he adds.
" The recruiters make money
as the middiemen" between
colleges and stUdents, Bray
explains.
The brokers "won't do the kid
any good at all," Helliwell
concurs. "There is really no

reason to go through these
companies. The institutions will
not respond any better to the
broker than ( to) the student. "
"There's no way they can
guarantee entrances into the
colleges," declares University
of Colorado foreign student
advisor Eugene Smith, .. ...no
legitimate way."
Barg Educational Service,
located in west Lost Angeles, is
one that recruits students
through
ads
In
college
newspapers around the country. Barg promises that $300
"can secure acceptance from

Career opportunities
available for
Petroleum,
Mechanical,
Electrical
and
Computer
Engineers

Canadian and British colleges
and universities." While the
Barg contract guarantees
acceptances, the University of
Southern California Trojan
recently found that it does not
guarantee acceptance in a
particular school or course of
study.
However, ROller Riske of the
non-profit
Educational
ResOurce Development Trust in
Los Angeles says some of the
transfer·assistance companies
may in fact be able to guarantee
acceptance into some private
business schools.

Your employees
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Recognition of
Performance is
Key to Success
at Natural

Natural Gas Pipeline Company of America
provides an ideal environment for entry level
eng ineers. We're big enough to be involved in
every facet of our inaustry. Big enough to have
equipment and facilities among the most modern available. But not too big to recognize individual achievement. That's why many of our
engineers, who started at the entry level, have
advanced quickly into management positions.
Such opportunities are available to you at
field posts throughout our 11-state operating
area and at office assignments in Houston and
Chicago. And we'll help you succeed-with
on-the-job training and educational assistance.
These are but two items in a comprehensive
employee benefit package.
Natural, with its nearly 12,000NO
mile transmission system , supplies
the natural gas energy
needs of 12 million peoWy
ple in Mid-America . Our
NE
pipeline network serves
49 utility customers in a
co
9-state market area . Each
year, NGPltransports
almost6% of the total gas pro- r.N;-;-;M'---"""~'
duction in the United States.
Our day-to-day operations
include on- and off-shore
exploration and production ,
as well as transmission

---

student's attention on tb.e part
where the error came in . Thus,
little by little the professor
comDlicllteS the Droblem. but

and storage. Far beyond those traditional operations, we're planning an aOO-mile pipeline,
"Trailblazer", to tap into gas reserves fn the
Overthrust Belt of the Rocky Mountains. We're
utilizing biogasification and syntheticallyproduced gas and are actively pursuing the development of coal gasification and the importation of liquefied natural gas. In the future, we
hope to tap supplies from the Arctic and
Mexico . Whatever avenues of supply or
technology open up in our industry, we'll be
there-among the frontrunners .
If you are a skilled, imaginative, aggressive
engineer, who wants to be rewarded for performance, now's the time to act. Our recruiters
will be on your campus next week. Arrange an
interview th~ough your. placem~nt office today.
If you deSire further information, contact:
Ms. Jo Ann lazuka
Supervisor of
Employment Services
OH Natural Gas Pipeline
.. Company of America
122 S. Michigan Avenue
Chicago,Il60603

*o
-

Headquarters
Gas Supply Office
Principal Pipefine Routes

••• Offshore Transmission Unes
• Underground Storage Fields
- - Proposed · Trailblazer· Pipeline

o Proposed LNG Receiving Site

.. Proposed Coal Gasification SitEts

NGPL Recruit~rs
will be visiting
your campus on:
February 12, 1980

It Natural Gas Pipeline

a Company

of America
An equal oPPOrlunll y emplo yer M / F"

let The Feds Handle Things

Creating A Gasoline Shortage
By JOSEPH HORTON .
Dr. Hortoo II a professor of
eeooomtca 8Dd finance at
SUppery Rock State College.
HIa arUcles 8Dd reviews have
appeared In 1be Journal of
The
Financial
Finance,
Analyata Journal, and other
profeaalonal joUrnals.
Last summer all of the gas
stations in my home town in
Pennsylvania were closed, out
of gas, for days at a time. There
. were lines 300 cars long at those
stations which were open in
suburban Washington, D.C.
Shortages of gasoline spread
throughout the nation. There
was no gaSOline shortage in
Canada. There was no gasoline
shortage in Mexico or Japan or
France, or Germany, or most of
the other countries of the world.
The gaSOline crisis of the
summer of '79 eventually eased.
Now, however, politicians seem
to be preparing us for another
shortage even before next
summer.
As
preparations
proceed for rationing even a
permanent shortage seems
very possible. Why did we have
a shortage when other nations
did not? How can we avoid
another shortage in the future?
World oil production fell when
Iran stopped producing in
January and February of 1979.
Other nations increased their
production some, but there was
a reduction in total world
supply. As Iran resumed partial
production, other nations in the
OPEC cartel cut back to keep
supplies tight and prices up.
This. however. affected the
entire world. not just the United
States.
Our own government has
pursued a vast array of policies
which have made the worldwide reduction in the supply of
oil more severe in the United
Slates even though we import
less of our oil than Japan and
most European countries. To a

considerable
extent·
the
gasoline shortage is a wound
inflicted upon us by our own
government.
An immediate reason our
situation was worse than that of
other nations is that we refused
to buy oil that was available.
Our own government encouraged U.S. oil companies to
"voluntarily" refuse to buy oil
in the spot market at higher
prices than those set by OPEC.
Then after the shortage hit the
government reversed its policy
and offered a five dollar a
barrel subsidy to companies
that imported heating oil. All of
us are paying for that subsidy.
A second policy which directly
withdrew oil from gaSOline
production was the Department
of Energy decision that oil
refiners should produce more
heating oil and less gasoline.
Just in time for the cessation
of Iranian production the Environmental Protection Agency
banned a magnesium additive
used in place of lead in unleaded
gaSOline. This reduced the
amount of unleaded gaSOline
which can be produced from a
barrel of oil, since without
additives it takes 10% more oil
to produce a gallon of gasoline.
This reduced the production of
unleaded gasoline still further
and added to the special difficulty which owners of newer
cars had in finding suitable
gasoline. Even with additives it
takes more oil to produce a
gallon of unleaded gasoline than
a gallon of regular gasoline.
The
environmental
requirements which make most
newer cars use unleaded gas
are a further element in the
story of reduced supplies of
gaSOline.

amount of gasoline going to
each state is determined by a
Department
of
Energy
allocation formula. Before
there were gasoline price
controls these regional imbalances never occurred. If
prices in California rose enough
above those in other areas , it
became profitable to sell more
gaSOline in California and less
somewhere else. Someone out
to make a buck would do so by
ending this imbalance in supply . The Department of Energy
has
no
such
automatic
mechanism.
We find that there were many
government poliCies which
added to the short run reduction
in "gasoline supplies this summer. Some of these policies
were changed, but only after
the shortage reached crisis
proportions in some parts of the
country. The clumsy actions of
the v·isible hand of the government is in contrast to the
dexterity of the invisible hand
of the market which usually
allocates goods SO smoothly
that the average person does
not even notice that anything is
happening.
It is ironic that California was
SO hard hit by the shortage of
gasoline. Plenty of oil was
available from Alaska. The
refineries
in
California,
however, could not handle this
oil. It had to be shipped all the
way to the Gulf or east coast
refineries. Plenty of Mexican
oil was available much closer to
these refineries. The Mexican
oil was shipped to Japan which
is much closer to Alaska. So
why not ship Alaskan oil to
Japan and use Mexican oil
here? It is against the law.
Government prevents the efficient use of the oil which the
market
would
free
automatically achieve.

Some parts of the country
were hurt much more than
others by the reduced supply of
There are thousands of oil
gasoline. California and. in- wells in California which were
terestingly
enough. not producing. There were
Washington. D.C.• seem to have thousands more in other parts
been particularly hard hit. The. of the country. How could this

be in a time of shortage? With
price controls on old oil it just
was not profitable to pump oil
from these old wells. For many
more it was not profitable to
spend money to keep production
up.

by diversification. But now we
hear threats against oil companies which wish to diversify
into other lines of business. Yet
the
government's
policies
themselves
have
made
diversification more important.
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Perhaps the most important
long term effect of governmental policy has been to make
it unprofitable to build new
refineries.
Environmental
requirements cause long delays
and raise costs. Price controls
decrease revenues. Caught in
this squeeze of high cost and low
revenue major oil companies
have not built new refineries.
The lead time required for
refinery construction means
that this is a problem which will
be with us for a long time to
come.
Government regulation adds
uncertainty to the oil business.
Even at best this is a risky
business. Now. added to the
risks presented by nature and
OPEC are those of highly
changeable and unpredictable
federal policies. A high risk
project must offer the chance
for a high return. Otherwise
people will invest in more
certain projects. The greater
the risk. the greater the return
which must be expected. By
increasing the risk which the oil
industry faces. government has
made only projects with very
high
expected
returns
justifiable. Risk can be reduced

Of course not all oil companies are hurt by government
regulation. The entitlements
program amounts to a subsidy
for imported oil financed by a
tax on domestic oil. This helps
oil companies which import oil
at the expense of American
,producers. It also increases our
imports and, therefore, our
dependence on foreign supplies
of oil.

© Public Research, Syndicated,
19110
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Imagine Yourself A Career ...
Then Make HHappen At
Honeywell
At Honeywell, you can turn your ambitious goals into a dynamic career. Our
leading market position and progressive business posture allow us to extend unparalleled opportunities for professional expression. Honeywell's
stimulating working environment promotes and supports individual growth
through a responsive attitude and an abundance of unique involvements.
If your objectives and qualifications match ours, consider a rewarding
future with Honeywell.

AVIONICS DIVISION-MINNEAPOLIS
Located in Minneapolis, the Avionics Division designs, develops and manufactures navigation, guidance and control systems for aircraft, spacecraft,
missiles, boosters and ships.
Primary needs of the Avionics Division are for BSEE candidates for Development, Production and Field Application Engineering positions. Additional
positions exist for BS Computer Science candidates in real time mini-computer and microprocessor software development.

DEFENSE SYSTEMS
DIVISION-MINNEAPOLIS
1111::
IIIIP

Located in suburban Hopkins, Minnesota, with facilities in San Diego, California, Keyport, Washington , and St. Petersburg, Florida, the Defense Systems Division has over two thousand salaried employees of which approximately a third are graduate engineers. Among the technologies involved
are signal processing, acoustics, millimeter wave, micro processor design
and application, digital and micro electronics, aerodynamics, hydrodynamics and systems engineering and analysis.
Primary needs are for BS/ MSEE and BSME candidates.

RESIDENTIAL DIVISION-MINNEAPOLIS
Located in Minneapolis, the Residential Division designs, deVelops and
manufactures electronic and electrical environment controls and control
systems for homes, energy management $ystems for light commercial
buildings, as well as life system devices such as solid state smoke detectors for the consumer market.
Primary Residential Division needs are for BSEE candidates for Development, Production and Quality Engineering positions.
Check with your placement office to verify recruiting dates and to sign on
our schedule. Ask for a copy of our brochure, or write to: E. von Heimburg,
Manager of University Relations, HONEYWELL, INC., Honeywell Plaza,
Minneapolis, MN 55408.

OUR REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE
INTERVIEWING ON CAMPUS
FEBRUARY 15TH.

Honeywell
An Equal Opportunity Employer M / F / H
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N-Weapons
Waste
Into MO River?
The U.S. Department of
Energy is seeking permission to
dump 20 million gallons of
radioactive water into the
Missouri River just 15 miles
upstream from drinkinl! watpr
intakes for St. Louis, St. Louis
County, and st. Charles.
But Gov. Joseph Teasdale has
directed the state Department
of Natural Resources <DNR) to
deny the request and has called
on the Department of Energy,
<DOE) to find another way to
dispose of the water. DNR
Director Fred Lafser said he
would comply with Teasdale's
directive.

Only

AE, Inc. could think to light up the falling snow to insure another service provided to

the UMR student.

(Photo by Cook)

Student
Talent
Night
Thursday, February 7, 1980
MISSOURI MINER
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Reader's Note:
1be Miner is looting for stories, poems, prose, etc...
that our readers have written. :If you have something
you would Uke to contribute, place it into an envelope
and drop It into the Mo Miner slot on T-l, addressed to
Linda Ponzer. Please enclose your name, phone
number and address.
.

Once again, the Student
Union Board will be presenting
Student Talent Night to be beld
Friday, February 29 in Centennial Hall at 8 o'clock. Acts
will be open to mUsical and
variety style acts. Applications
for Student Talent Night will be
avallable at the S.U.B.
Programming
Office
just
across the breezeway from the
Bookstore. So start practicing
and get psyched for Student
Talent Night.

Playboy Model Search Hits
Southwest Conference
AUSTIN , TX (CPS) - Apparently impressed with its
past photographic and publicity
forays onto American college
campus, Playboy magazine is
planning a pictorial tour of the
Southwest Conference. This
time, however, the going may
be rough, for its first venture in
the
Southwest Conference
project has met with the loud
resistance of the student paper
at the University of Texas.
Shopping for models to pose
"clothed, seminude, or nude"
for the pictorial that is
scheduled to coincide with the
opening of the 1980-81 academic
year, Playboy photographer
David Chan visited Austin, got
the expected publicity interview in the Daily Texas, and
inspired an editorial blasting
the magazine's proposition.
"University women thinking
about interviewing with Chan
should realize the ramifications

of what they're doing," Texas
editor
Beth
Frerking
ediorialized after Chan's visit
last week . "Posing for Playboy
only len'ds legitimacy to sexist
attitudes."
Susan Marshall, a UT
sociology
professor,
told
College Press Service she
agreed that magazines like
Playboy "reinforce the notion
that wor.:an is here to satisfy
man ph~lsically , rather than in
terms of companionship or
friendship."
And editor Frerking warned
that models would get only $300
for posing nude, not the much
publicized $10,000 that centerfold Playmates earn.
'. ;le controversy parallels the
arguments heard in late 1978
when Playboy advertised in Ivy
League newspapers for models
for a September, 1979 pictorial
called "Girls of the Ivy
League. " The controversy

....... f...R_'-'_'--'_. . ._..._~II,.. ~.",. . . '-....·~t.

turned out to be a publicity gold
mine for the magazine.
When the Harvard Crimson
refused to run the ad, also
placed by Chan, stories about
the refusal in other Boston
papers resulted in applications
to pose from 80 Harvard and
Radcliffe women .
Soon thereafter, two dozen
fraternity members wearing
only athletic supporters broke
up an anti-Playboy demon·
stration at CornelL Chan recalls
the battle netted him 340
photographs and applications
from Ithaca women.
Earlier in 1978, Playboy
noisily toured campuses looking
for its silver anniversary
Playmate, often asking campus
reporters to accompany its own
photographer during the interviewing process.
Playboy,
however,
has
declined to comment this time .

...'>... .J"\...1o ...~ ••__tft.t....._ ... "'-.....'" _ . ' '' : . .... ,).........'

The radioactive water is
stored in ponds near Weldon
Spring west of St. Louis. The
ponds are left over from
uranium proceSSing performed
by the Mallinckrodt Chemical
Corp. in connection with the
U.S. nuclear weapons program
during the 50s and 60s.
Among other things, the pools
contain toxic chemicals and
radium 226 in concentrations up
to 40 times the maximum
allowed by federal drinking
water standards, according to
newspaper accounts. Although
the DOE request only mentions
radium 226, a cancer causing
agent, Robert Hentges, chief of
permits for the Division of
Environmental quality, said
there are other radioactive
isotopes in the water as welL
And Bill Brinck of the U.S.
Environmental
Protection
Agency, while playing down the

possible
hazards
from
radiation, warned -that it is
uncertain what other dangerous
chemical are in the water.
DOE claims the waste water
would be released into the river
gradually and therefore if is
"doubtful" that dumping the
water would have "any
significant
adverse
environmental impacts. "
DOE hopes to 'avoid treating
the water before it is released
because such treatment would
"require further research and
devt!lopment, and if implemented, would be costly and
time consuming. No appreciable benefits would be
accrued,
the
Department
claims.
The discharge would be part
of a decontamination effort for
the area. DOE is negotiating
with the Army and Cotter CQIll.,
a subsidiary of Commonwealth
Edison, who hopes to extract
tons of solid residue from the
bottom of the ponds and ship the
waste by rail across Missouri
and Kansas to a uranium mill in
Colorado. There it would be
refined to recover uranium to
be used as fuel in nuclear power
plants.
It is possible DOE's proposal
will end up before the state
Clean
Water
Commission
(CWC>. If so, anyone who
wishes to express their opposition to DOE's proposal can
request a public hearing before
theCWC.
Reprinted from Safe Energy
News.
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Life Of Brian - - Review
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By BOB KOENIG
Monty Python's movie The
Life of Brian will be featured
again this Friday and Saturday
night at the Ritz theater. The
Life of Brian is the story of a
reluctant Messiah who was
born at the same time as Christ
in a neighboring cow shed. The
close proximity .of these two
births leads, in one of the
movies better scenes, to a
hasttly aborted visit by the
Three Wise Men.
When it was originally
released this movie sparked a
storm of protest from various
religious organizations about its
supposedly sacreligious con·
tent. A great deal of this controversy was probably causeQ
by the movies historically

Auditions
Open auditions for vocalists
to sing solos and duets in
Handel's "Israel in Egypt" and
"Messiah" oratorios, to be
performed by University of
Missouri-Rolla music groups,
are scheduled for 7 p. m. Friday,
February 8, in Room 101, Old
Cafeteria.
The Handel works will be
presented during the last week
of March by UMR music
groups, under the direction of
Joel Kramme. The
two
oratorios include solos and
duets for voices of the follow ing
classifications : high soprano,
mezzo-soprano, contralto, high
tenor, baritone and bass.
The auditions will be open to
the public and an accompanist
will be available for those
unable to provide their own.
Copies of the oratorios, with
necessary audition excerpts
clearly marked, are available
at the UMR Music Department
Office. Call 341-4185 for further
details.
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equation . The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that one out! Receiving a

accurate portrayal of the Jews,
at the time of Christ, as a highly
divided
people
searching
everywhere for the promised
Messiah. One. point agreed upon
however, by both the movie and
most religious authorities, is
that the Jews were ready to
receive a Messiah exactly as
they pictured him to be and not
the way he really was.
The Life of Brian has neither
the depth or comic power of
Monty Python's last movie, the
Holy Grail . It does however
easily rank as one of the best
comic inovies to come out in the
last year or so.
The multiple roles played by

each member of the Monty
Python cast are executed with a
wide variety of English accents.
Probably the best example of
which is Pilate's address of the
Jerusalem mob. The ending
does sort of leave you hanging,
but it also leaves you with a
song in your heart.
So if laughter is what you're
after and you haven't had a
chance' to see this movie yet,
break open your piggy bank,
grab a friend or two and
meander over to the Ritz.
Show time is 10:30 and if you're
as lucky as I was the rest of the
crowd will want to hear this late
night movie as much as you
will .

ENGINEERING
GRADUATES

Thursday, February 7, 1980

Orpheus, the 25-member
chamber ensemble that performs without a conductor, will
be at the University of MissouriRolla on Monday, Feb. 11 for an
8 p.m. concert at Centenriial
HalL
At the Feb. 11 concert, Orpheus will perform four works,
by Mozart, Beethoven, Hindemith and Schubert. The

We a r e looking for B.S. and M.S.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers,
if int erested sign up to talk to:

David W. Butts

ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY
500 South 27th Street
Decatur, Illinois 62525
An Equal O pportunity Employer
Male/Female

concert is the third in UMR's
Campus
Performing
Arts
Series.
Admission is by series ticket
or by individual tickets at $5
each. Checks payable to UMR
may be sent with a selfaddressed envelope bearing
first-class postage to : Campus
Performing Arts; G-I0 Harris
Hall ; UMR; Rolla, Mo. 65401.

CanWeBuild
OneForYou??

Buick Regal
V-6 Economy
20 City127 Hwy.

A progressive Electric/Gas Illinois
Utility is seeking - entry level
engineers for the following areas:

OPERATIONS
SYSTEM DESIGN
SYSTEM PLANNING
POWER PRODUCTION
DATA PROCESSING

student's attention on tb.e part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
comDli<;!ltes the Droblem. but

Jeep CJ -7
Renegade

AMC Spirit
Limited Liftback

Olds Cutlass
V-6 Economy
20 City127 Hwy.

BUY NOW-PAY AFTER ON THE JOB!
SPECIAL DEALS- Special financing
especially designed for UMR graduates.

BUY ONE AND SAVE

Schweiss
Motor Co., Inc.
Olds-Buick -AMCI Jeep
500 Hwy. 63 South Rollo , Mo .
Open 8 to 7 Sot. till 4 p .m .

.RzrI
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leon Hershkowitz Fondly Remembered
The recent death of Leon
Hershkowitz is a loss that is
keenly felt by many students on
this campus. Leon Hershkowitz
was perhaps best known by
those students who, over the
years, were attached to AE Pi
fraternity, as it was through his
efforts that this fraternity was
rechartered in 1963, after being
closed due to the Korean War.
Although retired since 1969,
Hershkowitz had continued his
interest in the fraternity and
remained in close contact with
"his boys. .. Tbey fondly
remember him and his many

~
major is math
.

isZen

Knnarrma9

a 10.

10's

deserve
flowers.
Especially for
Valentine's Day. So
if you've got a 10 on
.your mind, now is the
time to send him or
her a very special
Valentine: The
FTD Valentine Bud
Vase. It'll work, because 10's know they
deserve the best.
The FTD Valentine Bud
Vase is usually available for
less than $10 .00. As an independent businessman ,
each FTD Florist sets his
own prices. Service charges
and delivery may be
additional. Most FTD
Florists accept American
Express and other major
credit cards . =1980 Florists'
Transworld Delivery. We
send flowers worldwide .

•

Helping you
say it right.

named the Dean Leon Her- and concern for each student, and overseas service in
shkowitz Award.
as well as the university as a Australia and the South Pacific.
is whole.
Leon
Hershkowitz
He received his M.S. degree in
remembered with much love by
Professor Jerry Bayless, who 1948 and earned the civil
the many persons interviewed. studied under Leon Her- engineer (professional) degree
The high point of these con- shkowitz
at
one
time, in 1949. He was promoted
versations was, in each case, remembers how personally through the ranks to professor
the mention of his unselfish help.. involved Hershkowitz was in of civil engineering.
the progress of his students. He
Hershkowitz
became
remembers Hershkowitz as assistant dean of the faculty in
someone who was helpful and 1959 while UMR was still the
whose main objective was to University of Missouri Scbool of
promote the welfare of the Mines and Metallurgy and the
young men who studied under chief administrative officer was
him.
the late Dean Curtis L. Wilson.
In a conversation with Mr.
Before coming to UMR, the
George Toll of St. Louis, who late professor was employed by
had been an executive officer of the Illinois Highway DepartAE Pi in the late forties, Mr. ment, Frisco and Santa Fe
Toll expressed his deep ad- Railroads, and the Corps of
~ potpourri of
miration for Leon Hershkowitz. Engineers.
He said that Hershkowitz was a
A registered professional
he served
as
warm
person
and
had engineer,
TBETRAGEDY OF DEANOLIO
tremendous understanding of president of the Rolla chapter of
(written with apologies to William Shakespeare)
young ' men, their goals and the Missouri Society of
DRAMA TIS PERSONAE
ideals. He was one of the boys. Professional Engineers. He was
Deanolio, President of State University.
He knew their interests and a fellow in the American
Prohibius, Assistant Dean at State University, and
could talk on their level. "Leon Society of Civil Engineers and
serv ant to Deanolio.
thought of UMR in terms of the past president of the MidActivio, leader of largest subversive organization at
students. The students were bis Missouri Section. He was also a
State University.
main interest. He looked at the member of the St. Louis
Destl1lcto, young student protestor, . and friend to
university as a training ground Engineers' .Club and the
Activio.
for his boys, and he thought of American
Society
for
A Soothsayer.
all students everywhere as 'bis Engineering Education. He was
ACT V
boys. ' Their progress and in the active U.S. Army Corps of
Scene IV. (Deanolio's palace)
welfare was his whole life. This Engineers Reserve and retired
Enter Deanolio, Soothsayer.
is what he lived for."
with the rank of lieutenant
Sooth. He who revels much in students' failures Finds
Leon Hershkowitz will be colonel in the mid-ISSOs.
the tables soon o'erthrown by force.
missed.
Dean. I think not so.
He was a member of Tau Beta
Hershkowitz, UMR civil
Sooth. Beware the Ides of Final Week.
Pi, Phi Eta Sigma, Chi Epsilon
engineering
professor
Dean. I fear not. This place of ivy'd walls is ruin'd with
emeritus, died Tuesday, Jan. · and Blue Key honor societies.
blood Which only those oppos'd to't have spilt.
He was also a member of Alpha
22, at the age of 76.
Enter Prohibius.
Epsilon Pi social fraternity and
Hersbkowitz retired in 1969 as
Pro. 0 turmoil! 0 treason! 0 woe! Alas! Alas!
for many years was faculty
assistant dean-placement, the
Dean. What acts have turned our learned thoughts
adviser.
He
served
as
last of several positions he held
awry?
secretary-treasurer of the
at UMR. A 1941 Civil
Pro. Those of Activio, my lord.
MSM-UMR Alumni Association
engineering graduate at Rolla,
Dean. He shapes and molds the minds of weak-willed
and received that group's
Hershkowitz joined the faculty
students. His actions, speeches, threats against my
award for outstanding service
in 1946 after several years in the
rule, His hard harsh words, they reach and burn my
to UMR.
U.S. Army Corp of Engineers
ear, But still I shall not list' to what I hear.
Enter Activio, with Destructor in flourish.
Pro. He comes, my lord.
Act. Rules and laws are made for fools and babes.
lM
Freedom shall reign in this darkened kingdom. To
speak, to write, to think but what we feel, That is our
aim, else we be used as slaves. I come to be released
from this prison Or break the bonds and escape by
revolt. Yield. Turmoil comes with my very word. Hope
fails to survive ...
Dean. Peace, peace, Activio.
Act. A choice then, Deanolio.
VALENTINE'S DAY IS
Dean. Thy tongue has stripp'd the meaning from my
THURSDAY,
purpose. An empty shell 'ere left from hollow war. A
vulture who has eaten college flesh Has left the bones
FEBRUARY 14.
to those who bear no hate. I cannot endure such a
savage treatment. This mutiny has broken a life well
spent. (Seizes letter opener from desk.)
Dest. He is possessed with a devil.
Dean. And yet, the words you seek release the devil.
Wage your war without this mortal symbol. (Stabs
himself and dies. )
Pro. Deanolio! He is dead!
Dest. Where shall we plead our case now. Activio?
FROM $15.00
Act. This dire event has left me with a void. My target
lies in heav'n. A homeless ship Now floats amid rough
Delight your Valentine with our FTD Hearts & Flowers'"
seas to find a port. My directions are cross'd. Where to
Bouquet. Featuring fresh flowers in our exclusive FTD
threaten? Oh, oh, my heart, my heart. Destructo.
<Dies. )
Heart-Shaped Ceramic Dish with lovebirds. Call or visit
Dest. 0 woeful day!
us today. We can help you send your heart and our
Pro. Our masters well serv'd. Our State must be
flowers almost anywhere .. . the FTD way.
returned .
Dest. I shall preserve the noble thoughts of my lord.
Pro. And I to mine.
Dest. And may our cause flourish.
Pro. A curse on your cause. Your hopeless aim shall
die.
Dest. It is on my word that disorder hangs now.
1107 Pine Rollo 364-3161
Prohibius.
Order
Early For Guarantee
-Pro. I fear not. This place of ivy'd walls is ruin 'd with
blood ...
Helping
you
say
it
right
•
( Exeunt speaking. )

stories and anecdotes involving
student life, including a time
when he was squirted with
catsup while helping quell a
student riot. Keith Wesselschmidt, president of AE Pi, said
that the award for their outstanding pledge has now been

This Week:

nd Our FTD

Hea

iFlowers
Bouquet

AllMgd It
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student's attention on tlte part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
compli~!Ites the oroblem. but
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Resume Trip
An impressive resume is
essential for those students
hoping to cash in big after years
of toil and tears - UMR. One
way to make your resume stand
out and gain attention is to
submit your original poetry,
prose, artwork or photographs
for the 1980 issue of Southwinds,
UMR's Literary Magazine. This
is an opportunity for all
students to receive recognition.
Not only will your resume take
on a new dimenSion, your
pocketbook might benefit as
well - prizes will be awarded
the top three entries.
Faculty, university staff
members, and townspeople are
UMR student McCoy takes advantage of new turntables in the library. Regardless
of your taste in music, the new equipment can provide hours of listening pleasure with lust
a student I. O.
( Photo by Cook)

8:30a .m.ta9:30p.m. Mon.-Sat. ; 2-9 p .m. Sun .

~ COMING

I,.",

II:ii
1i ·

11II'

_OLD FASHIONED

DONUI~~

Phone Sing-a-grams will be
limited to local calls (no longdistance). If the receiving party
is not there when the call is
made, only one more try will be
made. In both cases the songs
won't be sung in entirety. They
will sing enough of the song to
get the message across.
Sing-a-grams will be sold at
Fraternities and Dormitories
throughout this week and ending Tuesday, the 11 th of
February. There will also be a
table set up at the New Student
Union. Sales there will run from
8:30 a.m . to 4:30 p.m. on
Monday, February lIth and
Tuesday, February 12th.
This is the first Ugly Man
project for Zeta Tau Alpha, and
as would be expected the
proceeds will to to Theta Tau
Omega's Ugly Man fund. So
when you get a call or visit from
someone singing, "You're so
vain", remember that it's all
for charity.

SOON! p

~RU\JyZff~

Zeta's Sing-a-grams
By MARY FORD
Zeta Tau Alpha will be
singing their way around Rolla
for Theta Tau Omega's Ugly
Man, in the form of "Sing-agrams" in person and by phone.
The cost for the service, to be
given around . and during
Valentine's day, is $1.00 for a
personal visit and $.25 for a
phone message. The Sing-agram customer can choose
from a variety of songs
available, 25 to be exact. There
is a whole scope of emotions
covered by the songs; from
friendship to falling ' in love,
from falling out of love to
getting drunk.
There are some restrictions
as to how far this service will
go, on personal Sing-a-grams,
there will be a distance limit.
The party recelvmg the
message must be within a
three-mile radius of campus. If
the receiving party is not home,
the message will be treated as a
phone Sing-a-gram, and no
other return visits will be made.

all invited to submit their
creative efforts ; this year, at
least half the issue will be for
students only . Send your submissions with your name, local
address and phone number to
SOUTHWINDS,
Humanities
Dept., UMR, or drop it off
downtown at Logos Bookstore.
Library submissions cannot be
returned, but art work and
photos will be returned after
printing. The deadline is 21
March 80, so submit now and
give your resume a face lift!
For further information contact
Cindy Callahan (364-4360),
editor, or Prof. Eugene Warren
(341-4700),

Texas Instruments
advanced slide rule
calculator with programmability
. "9S

Calculator
Decision-Making
Sourcebook
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For Valentines and gift items

TI-55_ Versatile slide rule calculator and "how to" book combination
for statistical and mathematical problem solving - with simple
programmability.

sl

tJ

Advanced TI-55 capabilities Include programming . plus a unique blend of hardware and
software support features . Easily handles almost any mathematical operation . from
logarithms and trigonometry to more advanced statistical problems Easy-to-understand
140-page Calculator DeCISIon MakIng Sourcebook shows you how to use the power of
statistics. financial mathematiCs. and programmability In making better deCISions wha tever
your field or profeSSion Step-by-step examples cover analYZing relationships In data.
verifying quality and performance. measuring change. forecasting trends . testing resea rch
claims and projecting Investment returns

708 Pine Rolla 364·1822
9 a.m .-5:30 daily 9-8 Thursdays

~I
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CAMPUS BOOK STORE
205 West 12th St.

Rolla, Mo.
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d

364·3710
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Koenig Kraziness

Dorm Personality James (Oh My God) Willson
By: BOB KOENIG
One of the most unusual
characters to influence me
during my early years in this
refugee camp was James <Oh
My God) Willson . Oh My God
received his nickname shortly
after his arrival in town and
was to carry it for the rest of the
time he remained here. As a
friend of Jim's I truly feel that
he was treated very unfairly by
the majority of the occupents
of niy dorm. He was in reality a
very creative person who was
responsible for much of the
character of the building (some
say he was the character of the
building ). His major trouble
was his appearance. Oh My God
was 5 feet 8 inches tall and
tipped the scales at about 100
pounds. He had shoulder length
black hair, a bald spot. and a
highly distinctive beard and
mustache combination. He bore
a strong resemblence to Dr.
Frank Topper in his younger
days, which I believe he encouraged.
The story of how he received
his nickname I'd best relate
right off. It seems to me that the
entire male population of my
dorm was packed into the TV
lounge- to view one of the first
three or four showings of
Charlie's Angels. Some of you
perhaps will remember the
coast to coast reaction caused
by this show when it initially
appeared. The affects of this
show upon a group of Miners
looking forward to another funfilled semester in Rolla, The
Throw-me city of the ask-me
State, (or words to that effect
was even more pronounced.
This show by many was in fact
viewed as a heaven sent gift to
take their minds off of school.
Another group equally large
held the belief that it was a
torment sent from below to
remind them of all the things
they couldn't find in Rolla, had
never been able to find at all, or
if they could find them had not
been able to get the time of day
out of them. Regardless of how
they viewed. the show the important fact is that they did
view it. Once when something
went wrong with the cable TV
lead into the Quad a few hours
before the show 250 men
pledged various fraternities
and another 200 tried to check in
at the infirmary . The fever
raised by this show was so great
that it was to be a full four
weeks from the start of the
show before anyone in our TV
Lounge paid enough attention to
the plot of this program to
suggest we tum off the sound. I
give these illustrations of the
dedication of the early viewers
of this show not so that you can
draw conclusions about their
I.Q. levels or gland problems,
but rather to give you, the
reader, some feeling as to the
depth
of
the
emotions
surrounding the events that
followed.
Unfortunately

for Jim.

he

made his first entrance mto our
lives during the start of a
commercial break. If he had
entered during the show his
comments would have most
likely just been ignored or at the
worst he would have been hit in
the head with a beer (OOPS I
mean soda) bottle. If he had
entered in the middle of a break
his words would never have
been heard over the sound of
many voices discussing the pros
and cons of current swim-wear
styles (never have I seen a
group of men so interested in or
aware of womens fashions). As

I have said however he entered
during the start of a commercial break and not just any
common ordinary set of commercials
shown
during
Charlie's Angels no sir. He
walked in just at the close of
that scene, that occurred in
every single episode of "the
Angels," in which Farrah,
being held prisoner in a beach
house, had just escaped and
was (clad in only a head towel
mind you) being followed
closely by the bad guys who
were in turn closely followed by
Jacqueline Basset Hound who

was under cover (definitely not
a literal expression) nearby in
a swimsuit. I will admit that
sometimes it was Jacqueline
being chased and Farrah
pulling off the rescue, but
otherwise this scene was in all
their episodes. Anyway Jim
walked into the lounge just as
the image \.from behind of
course) of J ac;queline dashing
down the beach had faded from
the screen. In the reverent
silence following the disappearance of a national treasure
( I'm referring of course to the
) he made the

following statement .. any of you
fellows mind if I change her
over to channel nine to the new
American Jazz orchestra is
performing a version of the 1812
overature using nothing but
brok~n glass, train whistles,
and recordings of the screams
that flowers make when they 're
cut." At this point every head in
the lounge turned to view Jim
wearing : a head band, Grateful
Dead T-shirt, and a loin cloth
decorated with the profile of a
former President of the United

IH offers you all 4 reasons!
Excellent lifestyle.
International Harvester operations are localed in
cities like San Diego. ForI Wayne. Louisville.
Moline. and the Chicago suburbs. You gel the
best of both worlds: urban culture and amenities
and the countryside but a short drive away. Or. if
you want total cosmopolitan excitement. IH World
Headquarter s is on the "Magnifi cent Mile" of
Michigan Avenue. in Chicago.

Stimulating environment.
The new IH atmosphere is dynamic. The latest
state of the art is being sought for every activi ty.
College graduates wi ll be instrumental in meeting
the technological cha llenges of th e future. The
effect is catalytic. energizing and inspiring . for
newcomers and long·timers alike.
Solid future.
IH builds basic machi nery to provide the most
basic needs of people wor ldwide food and fiber.
transpor tation. construction. energy. No ot her
company has a greater combination of trucks. ago
ricultural equi pment. construction and industrial
equipment. turbo machinery. and componen ts.
compan ies offer you a future hased on ,>uch
cr itica lly important needs.

Challenging assignment.
The new IH is on the march. Technolog ical ad·
vancement. design leadership. marketing impact
and management excellence are major targets.
You'll be challenged from the start to stretch your
mind. present ideas. reach for breakthroughs.

r:ev,

International Harvester Company will be interviewing on
February 13 in the placement office
An Equal Opportunity Employer M F

•

III

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
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CBN (t~CORNER
IElectronic Church' becoming
more necessary than ever
by Scott Hessek

li:ii
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A study undert aken by Pennsylvania State Universi·
ty , and reported in Relig ious News Service , says that
changing habits of Ameri cans have caused a shift in
lifestyles which negatively afJects both the organized
church and the more traditional volunteer institutions,
such as the Red Cross, Boy Scouts , PTA. business and
professional women ' s clubs and the YMCA.
The Pennsylvania State study reports that lifestyle,
rather than belief, has caused a shift in America ' s habits
regarding church attendance and participation in
volunteer organizations .
Two·salary families. inflation, gas prices and a
television generation that grew up in the turbulent sixties
has produced a society less structured to respond in
traditional ways . Rather than weeknight or weekend
church attendance, many two·paycheck families seem
more likely to spend time shopping, handling chores or
staying home .
Belief stili strong
The research points out , however, that basic
religious belief is still strong, with a Gallup poll showing
64 percent of the unchurched believe Jesus to be God
or t·he Son of God, seventy percent believe the Bible to
be divinely inspired, and fifty percent believe in life after
~~h .
.
All this puts the so·called 'electronic church,' i.e.
religious broadcasters, in an unusual circumstance. If
they do not televise, the traditional church.es will
continue to lose members anyway, but if they do
televise, they may come under criticism from ministers
whose churches are losing members.
"We are not a substitute for church," said a CBN
counselor . " We never claimed to be . We heavily
encourage and promote local church membership , and
attendance , and tens of thousands of our viewers have
gone bac k to church , or started church attendance for
the first time because of our encouragement. "
Every year , CBN refers tens of thousands of callers
to its 700 Club Counseling Centers to local pastors if the
callers request it.
lower expectations
A study undertaken by a major women's magazine
reports lowered lifestyle expectations among Americans
in the decade ahead , with more people retreating to the
privacy of their homes for more of their social and
spiritual needs , and more television viewing . Under these
conditions , such services as free telephone counseling
and follow·up visits by local ministers when requested
by the families become more important.
Some church leaders have pointed out that the
move back into the home and away from outside
commitments may cause a renewed interest in a better
quality of family life. Dinner with the entire family
gathered around the table, dad helping junior with his
homework, and a concentration on values other than
those associated with material things can result in the
r esurgence of spirit among Americans .
" We have been led by society to believe that we are
powerless in shaping our destiny ," said one CBN
executive . "But now it's possible that we will find the
time in our homes with our families to begin reforming
the world, starting with each one of us."

\.
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Johnny's Smoke Stak
@-~~~0

FREE Drink
With Any Order
5-8 P.M.
Hwy. 72 at Rolla Sf.

Rolla

Soaps
Popular
On
Campus

(

Classified
UMR's Theatre Guild is holding a ralfle this week. lsi prize is a
Filet Mignon Dinner lor 2 at Zeno's, 2nd is a dinner for 2 at
Pacific Paradise, 3rd Is a Lasagna Dinner at Bruno's. Tickets
sold at T J, Quad or call Chuck Richie at AEPi 364· 7t26. Cost 25 cents each.

J

UMR Student with machine shop experience wanting part·
time work. Call Zenor 364-4821.
For Sale - 5-Strlng Alvarez Banjo-I year old like new. Don't
miss out on the Bluegrass this spring. 364·1758.
Spring Break 1980 - spend 6 days and 5 nights, April 6-11, in a
Ocean Iront hotel on Daytona Beach, Florida. Parties and
Activities are included as well as a round trip party bus.
Disney World Option and a Drive n' Save Package are also
available. For inlormation call Steve Fischer at 364·2622 or 364·

(CPS) - Four' out of ten
Northern Illinois University
women are involved in illicit
affairs, unwanted pregnancies,
divorce, and bizarre illnesses,
though only one out of ten NlU
men are Similarly involved.
Fortunately enough, their involvement is limited to watching those problems played
out on soap operas.

9823.

Wanted: Female Roommates, call Karen at 364·1849 alter 6:00.
MISSING: J.C. Penney down coat, dark blue w-orange lining.
Set 01 keyes In pocket. Lost al 209 last Friday. II lound, call
Paul at 364·9885.

Personal
Karen" Paul - II it is better than Ice cream, I want a double

scoop ...
Paul, thanks lor making Sunday so neat! - Karen

ZOdiac News Service reports
that two NlU professor have
found a growing number of
college students are spending
their afternoons following the
day-to-day trials of the nations'
most-beleaguered TV characters.

Lile is like a Soap Opera - Read On!
Hairy. How's the ice cream business? - . Germ
Germ - COLD - Hairy!
What happened to Duane?

Professor Myles Breen and
Jon Powell polled about 500 NlU
students, 40 percent of whom
confess they watched the soaps
because they were intrigued by
the plots. Thirty percent of the
viewers said they watched
because the characters were
"so dumb." Almost 14 percent
said the troubles they were
watching made their own
problems seem trivial. Some
even said they identified with
the people they watched.

RED TAG SALE

1/2
PRICE

"Ten or twenty years ago
these students wouldn't be
caught dead watching soap
operas," Breen and Powell
said. Now they are "national
phenomena. "
Powell added that the
students' involvement probably
wasn't a hazard to them
because if they were't watching
they'd be drinking beer or doing
unimportant things.

student's attention on tllg part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor
comDliqltes the Dmblem. but

On Groups of Coats, Jeans,
Shirts and Sweaters
Russell's Town & College Shop 713 Pine. Rollo, Mo .• 364·2323
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The
Prettiest
Valentines ...
come in 14K yellow gold
and diamonds. This Valentine's Day, give her these
gold and diamond heart
earrings, and matching
pendant. It's a nice way to
tell her that she's in your
heart and on your mind.

DESIGN BY

~~~
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gewelry

715 Pine Street Rolla, MO
Telephone 364-2142
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from the Minnesota Dally

Kim spoke , for 35 minutes
about gynecology treatment she
received during a pelvic
examination last spring at
Boynton Student Health Service

. ~ U"'s

u"y

care. For some of the 5.9 million
women enrolled in American
colleges and universities, even
a simple pelvic exam can be an
embarrassing
and
even
traumatic
experience.
"Sexuality is an emotional
thing," said Ora Mae Mitchell,
a nurse practitioner at Boynton.

e'rf;sm'~" ~ld

GYNECOLOGICAL CARE

Adjectives she used included
"humiliating,'" "cold," "insensitive" and "intimidating."
But later Kim mentioned that
she had never told anyone about
the experience. "Thank you,"
she said at the end of the interview. "I've been waiting to
tell someone about this for six
,months."
Kim's reaction is not unusual.
Few women complain formally
about their medical treatment.
At Boynton, for example, there
were only four written complaints on record for last year.
Yet 36 women who answered ' a
Minnesota Dally classified ad
last spring had negative
remarks about past treatment.
In fact, women rarely speak
positively about gynecological

you to keep that (genital) area
covered, and suddenly in the
exam you have to show it, to a
stranger, no less. It can be very
embarrassing. "
"It's the most vulnerable
position in the world," agreed
another woman, who has had
five pelvic exams at Boynton.
"Here you are, your rear
hanging over the side of a table.
All you can see is the ceiling and
the top of your knees with a
doctor and a bright light between your legs."
But patients' negative attitudes toward gynecologists
largely are unfounded, says Dr.
Warren Pearse, executive
director of the American
College of Gynecologists and
in
Chicago.
Obstetricians

Pearse argues that individual
doctors are to blame for insensitive treatment, not the
whole profession - and poor
practitioners are no more
common in gynecology than in
other fields,
The women's movement has
brought
concerns
about
gynecology "to the social fore,"
Pearse said, One response to
demands for more responsive
care has been to encourage
more women to become
gynecologists.

Page 15
But as one woman put it,
is
"The
health
service
something you pay for, You
deserve quality health care."
Health administrators and
medical personnel agree that
some complaints are more
effective than others, Here are
' guidelines on how to receive
better treatment and make an
effective complaint :
- Tell the practitioner if it is
your first gynecological exam .
" A first pelviC exam should be
done with a lot of pre-education
and tenderness," said Boynton
gynecologist Dr,
Marjorie
Hartig. Also, let the practitioner know if you are particularly nervous or uncomfortable, He or she should
then proceed more carefully,
Know your medical
history. If you have had any
health problems or bad experience with any drugs, know
the names of the conditions or
drugs. And know the brand
name of any ,contraceptive you
use. This information will help
the doctor to make a better
diagnosis.
- Confront the gynecologist
or medical practitioner at the
time of any questionable action,

Only eight percent of
America's 24,000 gynecologists
and obstetricians are women,
according to the American
Medical Association. But 30
percent of female first-year
medical reSidents are entering
the field, says Pearse, "If that
rate continues, one in four
gynecologists in 1990 will be
women," he estimated.
Pearse cautioned that the call
for more women gynecologists
"is not to say that all women
physicians are more sensitive
and warm" than their male
counterparts.
Women
are
simply less intimidated by
female gynecologists, he said.
And intimidation was a main
concern for women interviewed
at the University of Minnesota.
Many didn't believe they had
the medical knOW-how to
challenge a physician. Still
conothers
feared
the
descending attitude or hostility
a complaint might crea!~ .

That way, he or she can explain
the action immediately, Hartig
pointed out that if a patient
waits to report the inCident, the
doctor and the patient may
have forgotten the details.
- If you still aren 't satisfied,
file a written complaint with the
health institution. Oral complaints are not always recorded
unless there are medical
competency charges. Written
complaints should include all
the information you can
remember, including names,
procedures and what was said
and done.
- If you don't want to complain to a man, say so. Karen,
23, said she did not want to "talk
to a man about my vaginal
experiences, It would be hard
for him to empathize."
- If you don't want to be
treated by
a particular
physician, tell the appointment
desk.

Next week, thla column
compaJ'el
the
COlt
of
automobUe Insurance with
dtffereot companies for both

men and women.
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QUALITY CLEANERS
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED

108 W. 7th Street

Rolla, Mo. 65401

Take Us Bock To The
Good Old Days
Come in
and enjoy your
favorite '50s music
while you dine
with us.

We have all
joined in on
having fun in
1950's style. We
will be dressed up
in fashions
from the '50s

..................................- •..........•....••.••...•..........•

.
..
:
February 11 thru
. Root Beer . Coney Dogs'
February 18, ~e will
ft
celebrate the '50s by having
these specials •••
•...•••••.••••....••.•.•..•.•...... .• .....................................
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fEBRUARY
THURSDAY
February 14
SWEETHEART MEAL
Bring in your Valentine, 'order
your meal, then get the same
meal for your Valentine for
1/2 price.

CHUG A MUG

SATURDAY
February 16
BOOTH CRAM

'Open to all ages.
This Friday night only.
Prizes will be awarded.

See how many you can
squeeze into one booth.
Prizes will be awarded.

FRIDAY

February 15

The rules for above events will be posted at A&W, 1202 N. Bishop, Rolla, MO.
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Burns really likes
JGoing In Style'

As the slyly hip exsalesman, joe, in Warner
Bros ,' ' Going In Style,'
George Burn s se lls his pals
on bank robbery as a way
to outwit their fate, Burn s,
at 83 , appears in his fifth
major screen role in 'four
years.
The c urrent crest in his
lengthy career began with
an
Academy
Awardwinning performance in
' The
Sunshine
Boys ,'
which was hi s first film
since 1939 ,

Profile

'1",\
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Born Nathan Birnbaum
on Ne w York's lower East
Side, Burns entered show
business in 1903, at the
age of seve n, as a
member of the Pee Wee
Quartet. For almost twenty years he changed his
name as often as he
cha nged his va ude ville
acts-from roller ska t er
to dance teacher to
'songs and snappy patter'
-until he met Gracie
Allen.
Together - he as writer
and straight man, she as
non-stop screwball-they
became stars of r adio ,
films and television, Their

weekly 'George Burns and
Gracie Allen Show' on CBS
radio was a hit from the
first outi ng in 1932, the
same year the team made
its movie bow with 'The
Big Broad cast.'
In 1950, Burns and Allen
moved successfully to
television,
forming
a
production compa ny to
film their own and other
hit shows, Gracie retired
in 1958 but Burns co ntinued alone-starring in
and
produ c ing
TV
specials, and appeari ng in
nightclubs
with
such
partn,ers as Carol Channing and jane Ru ssell.
Gracie's untimely death
in 1964 rocked Burn s, But
in the years that followed ,
he found new success as
a 'single' and returned to
fi lm s wit h a vigor which
made him particularly
popular
with
you ng
audiences,
Follo wing 'The Sunshine
Boys,' he st arred in 'Oh ,
God l ' with john Denver,
played a cameo role in
'Sgt.
Pepper's Lone ly
Hearts Club Band ' and
starred opposite Brooke
Shie ld s in 'j ust You and
Me Kid.'
Does life begin at 80?
TV CO .... UlOC S IR v iC I S

I
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By WAYNE SCHMIDT
It's going to be a
busy semester with many
festivities and activities that
will all add up to making this St.
Pat's Celebration your most
enjoyable ever, And I'll be
doing my best to keep everyone
here at UMR informed of
weekly events over the course
of the next 5 weeks.
This week we have the
deadline for Queen candidates
and student knights entry
forms, They have to be in to
respective
Board Reps by
tomorrow Feb, 9. Next Tuesday
night is this semester's St. Pat's
Benefit Movie, This time it's
that action packed epic motion
picture "Good Guys Wear
Black" starring Chuck Norris,
Once again it will be featured at
the Uptown Theatre with
showings at 6:45 and 9:00.
You can purchase your
tickets (along with all your
other "Green" needs) from any
St. Pat's Jr, Rep. or in the New
Student Union anytime during
the day from 8:30 - 3:30.
This week is also the announcement
for
all
organizations interested to elect
a freshman to pull the manure
spreader carrying St. Pat & his
Court in the Parade. Names
need to be turned in by Feb. 29
to Vince Grelle at Sigma Nu.
Also any organizations interested in having a non-float
entry in this year's Parade need
to have their entries in to Vince
Grelle at Sig, Nu by Feb 29.
i That,s about it for now, just·
remember to buy your Green
and
help
support
YOUR
celebration, because St. Pat's
happens nowhere else but
Rolla, Missouri.

Did you know:
That from 1908 until 1931 the
junior class at MSM organized
the ::it. Pat's Celebration. But
the work proved too much for
the juniors and needed a more

G&D STEAK HOUSE

Passengers
6
7
5
3

Rental
$165/hr.
$160/hr.
$l00/hr.
$28/hr.
$18/ hr .

6 Oz. Ribeye

8 Oz. Chuck

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

STEAK

2.20 3.07

As one of the world 's leading suppliers of
advanced systems and components for aerospace manufacturers, we play a vital role on
craft such as the space shuttle, all U.S. commercial jets, current military programs, ,and a
number of business jets. Sundstrand also is
known for its products in energy systems, air
comfort, power transmission , and fluid handling.
If, you 're interested in a creative engineering
environment where you can work with outstanding professionals, investigate Sundstrand. We
offer competitive salaries, strong benefits, and a
generous educational reimbursement program.
Our, headquarters are in Rockford , Illinois, a
medium-sized community with varied employment opportunities for spouses.

Charter
$0.90/ mi.
$0.88/ mi.
$0.70/ mi.
$0 .35/ mi.
$0.30/mi.

On-campus interviewer , . , Vic Barnard

e. SUNDSTRANII/~~

Call UI for a Quote on a Specific Trip.
-Aircraft Sales eFlight Instruction -Maintenance

SCOTT CHARTERS, INC.

4751 Harrison Avenue

P.o. Box 506 Rollo Notional Airport Vichy , Missouri 65580
Telephone (314) 364 -7396 or (314) 299-4698

Rockford, IL 61101

COME flY WITH US I

.... -- .......

Forum Plaza

Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas Toast.
Free Ice Cream .

Special rate. available to paint. Northwe.t toward Omaha.

'.

11 a.m.-9 p.m .

2~50

AI RCRAFT RENTAL & ~HARTER RATES
Cessna 414A Chancellor
Cessna 401 B Utility
Piper Seneca
Cessna 172 Skyhawk
Cessna 150 Commuter

Open 7 days

STEAK

Transportation for your Interview Trips
Aircraft

organized group. Thus the St.
Pat's Board was born and that
makes this year's Junior Rep.
class the 50th anniversary
Board Rep, class. And so it is.
But then, who ,aske'd?
W.V.S.

An Equal OPPOrfuntry Employer M/ F
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Pat's Board
Donates
Sweatshirts

Brian Wagner (President, St. Pat's Board, Steve Emmendorfer-V-P, S.P.B.) and Rusty G. Adams (Chairman
Town Coordination Committee) are shown here with
Hel~n Broyles (Co-chairwoman) and Ruby Elmore of the
Christmas Love Organization.

This past December the UMR
St. Pats Board donated ISO
sweatshirts to the Christmas
Love
Organization.
The
sweatshirts were leftovers from
previous years when the St.
Pats Board did nol sell out of its
complete sweatshirt inventory .
The
Christmas
Love
Organization is the central
organizing group of all of the
Christmas charities in Rolla.
In past years the Board had
donated St. Pats sweatshirts to
Boys Town of Mo. in St. James,
but decided this year to donate
them
to
a
hometown
organization.

Koenig's' Kraziness
(cont. from

pg . 13)

States. At this point Gary
(Oklahoma) Henson broke the
silence with a resounding
"Whut in thee Worald". Only
later was Jim christened Oh My
God by the universal reaction to
the news that he was our new
R.A.
Jim was a fascinating fellow,
ever a champion of lost causes
he once started a movement to
have all Professors and
Teaching Assistants attend
seminars where they would be

~The Intel Notebook
Careers and Technology at Intel
The Microelectronics Revolutionand how you can be part of it.
.See us on campus February 21 & 22.
Think for a minute about what microelectronics
technology has already achieved. Yet we are
still in the infancy of the microelectronics
revolution. And no company is doing more to
speed it than Intel.

CHOOSE YOUR AREA OF
INVOLVEMENT.
We're an acknowledged leader in four major
product areas : se'11iconductor memories and
microprocessors, and microcomputer systems
and memory systems. Plus, we 're extending
our leadership into data-base management.
Our success has created a wide variety of
career opportunities in engineering , technical
marketing, production management and
planning, and finance .

FOUR GREAT LOCATIONS.
We 've built our facilities where the quality of
life is high, because only in such places can we
attract the highly skilled, highly motivated
people we need. That's why we can offer you
California's San Francisco Peninsula;
Portland, Oregon; Phoenix, Arizona; or Austin ,
Texas, each with its own intriguing ·lifestyle.

SIGN UP NOW.
If you're about to receive a degree in electrical
engineering, computer science , solid-state
physics, chemical engineering , or material

science, we 'd like to talk with you . Stop by your
placement office to sign up for i:1terviews
during our visit. Or if you'll be unable to see us
on campus, write to any of our locations :

California
Intel College Relations
3065 Bowers Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95051

Oregon
Intel College Relations
3585 S.w. 198th Avenue
Aloha, OR 97005

Arizona
--

Intel College Relations
6401 W.Wiliiams Field Road
Chandler, AZ 85224
Texas
Intel MRI /College Relations
12675 Research Boulevard
Austin , TX 78759
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H.

taught a uniform method of
writing the letters of the Greek
alphabet. He was also involved
in relief work for those students
who having one professor who
puts lines through his Z and
another professor who puts
lines through his sevens only to
cO'lfuse the two on same day
tests and consequently suffer a
nervous breakdown.
What probably bothered
people the most about Jim was
his delvings into the mystical
arts. Perhaps the most famous
of which were his yearly attempts to bring back Jimmy
Hendrix to play a St. Pat's
concert. He never managed to
materialize Jimmy, but he
claimed to have once "spent the
night" with Janis Joplin. A fate
in my own mind perhaps not so
hot. However he claimed that
she was a great deal more fun
than many of the so called "live
girls" he had dated.
He also claimed to have used
his powers to see into the future
and to have read the 82nd and
final volume in the teachings of
Don Juan (the Slst had only sold
1,400 copies) and to have
discovered that Don Juan was
in reality a retired Mexico City
used car salesman who decided
it was time the white man got
his.
ATIENTION: So friend
you 've been thinking "how
much senseless drivel can that
fool put in the paper," and ·
friend I imagine you're thinking
"I can write better senseless
drivel than that." Well friend
you're probably right. Though
friend I imagine what you're
thinking about the most is now
your could manage to get paid
for such senseless drivel. Well
my friend you've come to the
right place (you lucky dog you)
because I'm announcing Rolla's
first weekly creative writing
contest. Contest entries should
be typewritten and proofread
and cover at least 21h pages
double spaced. Your article to
be accepted must be accompanied by a cover letter
giving your name, address, and
phone number (this information
is to appear NO where on your
article) . If you are selected as a
winner you will receive 5 cents
a published column inch (as
soon as the newspaper payroll
comes through with my check).
All non-winning papers are the
property of the judge and will
not be returned. No notarized or
registered copies will be accepted. All material must be
original and the judge claims
the right to alter copy for
editorial purposes or to
otherwise change the names,
places, outline, or events involved with a plot. Send
material to the Rolla Creative
Writing Contest (RCWC) care
of the Miner.
Contestants will not be CODtacted in person unless they are
young, unattached females, and
the photo enclosed proves
promising (see contest rules
under
judge
sub-heading
. bribery)
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KMNR Groundwaves
phone call which summoned
them.

It was 5:45 a.m, Friday, Feb.
1, 1980. The leaders had been
arriving steadily since 5:00.

Their activity was equally
subdued. A collage of cigarette
butts was slowly taking form in
the several recepticals, and
forearms randomly hoisted
stained coffee cups. The
youngest once approached the
phone, proQably to contact the
chief; but under the panicked
stare of the others, he retreated
to his chair.

Now, with all but their chief
present, they sat pensive in the
dimly lit board room.
The men knew each other
well . For the past 3 years, this
sm'all but comfortably fur·
nished cubical had served as
the
setting
for
their
organization's policy decision
making, social gatherings, and
crisis center. It had always
provided the catalyst to insure
the success of the various
meetings.

I'll ~I

However, this morning was
different. .The mood was op·
pressively heavy. That catalyst
- music - was absent. The
receiver was indeed on, tuned,
and in proper functioning
condition.
The
qualified
engineer had done his job welL
But the room remained silent.
No one even spoke. The chosen
few assembled here did not
need to discuss this situation,
for this was the very reason of
their gathering. A slow review
of their faces revealed anxiety
and uncertainty. Each appeared sleepless, though surely
all had been in bed prior to the

The eldest of the group smiles
weakly. He understood the
youth's restlessness. Everyone
present shared it. How could
anyone passively face the crisis
at hand; an emergency which
threatened the very existence of
their organization. Only the
_ others' experience prevented
them from a similar charge to
the phone. They had weathered
this before - 3 years ago to the
day. Their chief was not in any
more jeopardy than themselves: but due to his position of
top rank, he had to go it alone.
They would hear from him
precisely at 6:00, or else the
death of their institution would
be known.
As the minute. hand relent·
lessly approached it's zenith,

IiHll
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Bpuno's
80 Winter Olympics
Big Screen T.V.

Banquet Facilities Available
Dancing Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
9:30 to 1:00
.:

341·2110

.......................................................

PRE·I NVENTORY
SALE
The following items
have been reduced
(As much as 50%):

- Posters -1980 Calendars
- Photo Albums
-Reminder
Pads
-Vests -Greeting Cards
The sale is good thru Feb. 15

CAMPUS
BOOK STORE
205 West 12th Street

Rolla
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the moment of truth drawing
horribly
near,
the
ap·
prehension in the room became
choking in magnitude. The past
6 months had been frenzied with
preparation for this hour. Each
officer present had fulfilled his
duty without complaint or
failure. All w'as in order.
Perhaps this made the mood so
helpless - there was nothing
more anyone could do .. .except
wait.
Privately in thought, each
considered the debacle which
would follow if their chief's
communique failed to arrive.
First, but perhaps least in
import, would be the demise of
their group. True, they could
remain together as comrades,
but their uniting cause would be
absent, and thus their ·spirit as
well. The .catastrophe which
would befall the innocent
of
brethern
community
surrounding them was the
worst horror. These loyal
people lie in total ignorance of
their doom. They are still
asleep, unknowing that their
voice of freedom, experiment,
intellect, and creativity is in
certain danger of never
speaking again. Should this
voice die, trash and propaganda
would soon clutter their
enlightened minds. Direction
would be lost. Locill retailers of
culture would lose perspective,
and their shelves would swell
with the products of a plastic
society. Morale would collapse,
and social chaos would rule the
once stable, yea, even utopian,
society.

well, and shall remain so, we
hope, for at least the next 3
years. You can join in the
festivities surrounding our new
lease on life by tuning in 89.7
FM Stereo at anytime, anyday.
This week's celebration includes the following special
programming
and
personalities:
TONITE:
Improvisations,
with host Dave Strahorn, will
feature the mellow sounds of
Sam Morrison's "Dune" LP at
midnite.
SUNDAY: Things get funky
with Mark "Mark" and the
Soul Show from 4-6 PM. Then,
Dr. Deranged brings you down
with Blues for Rolla from 6-10.
The Dr. will track a classic
Jimmy
Witherspoon-Eric
Burdon LP entitled "Guilty" at
8. Wrap up your head and
weekend with Quadrajazz,
hosted this week by Tom
Radcliff. The album at midnite
will be Thad Jones-Mel Lewis
and "Live at Munich."

•

brings 'you "The Original
Checkers Speech" at 11:30 PM.
Beforehand, relax as Cowboy
exploits the artist feature with
the "New Riders", beginning at
10PM.
WEDNESDA Y:
The
Bluegrass Variety Show continues its antics from 3-6 PM
with yours truly. Our album this
week is a new gem from the
Seldom Scene - "Act IV ."
Following the BVS, Randy
Yakey provides a sharp con- ·
trast with 4 hours of New Wave,
commencing at 6. And the
program week wraps up with
Kirby Diller's Underground
Theatre. Kirby's album feature
is Z Z Top's "Deguello."
When you consider the
alternatives, we sound even
better.

MONDA Y: Who could survive this day without the
Rolling Bozo Review and J.R.?
He features an album at midnite by Steve Baron called "A
Wanderer like ~ou. "
TUESDA Y: Old Nixon supporters, Watch Out! NFCB

Uncle Dave

SHOTOKAN
KARATE
of Rolla

364·7428
Mon.-6:30 p .m.
Thurs.-6:30 p.m .
Saturday-Afternoo ns

SEND THE GIFf OF LOVE
ON VALENTINE'S DAY

The clock struck 6:00. Not a
soul moved. Smoke hung
suspended in leaden anticipation. Auditory nerves
screamed with heightened
sensitivity . Where is the
commander's message?
But then, the signal meter on
the receiver bounced to life. The
group leaned collectively forward, not unlike an army of
guerrillas tensed for the
moment of attack. The static
grew, reaching ear-splitting
intensity, then subsided completely, leavingjl clear channel
for broadcast. Still, no voice.
The leaders exchanged terrified
glances. Is the movement
dead?
All of a sudden, modulation:
is KMNR,
Rolla,
"This
Missouri. On Feb. 1, 1980,
KMNR received approval by
the FCC to continue its
operations until Feb. 1, 1983 ... "
The disembodied voice of their
leader continued with his
statement, but the group
assembled no longer listened.
Tension drained from their
faces like receding ' flood
waters. They had survived, as
would the community of intellects. By the time the eldest
had distributed the champagne,
the message was over, and the
first few bars of the BeatJes'
"Here Comes the Sun" began
radiating out over Rolla.

This attractive arrangement of fresh flowers is
a caring way to say "I Love You~' It tells your
Valentine'in unmistakable language that she's an
important person in your life.
Whether your Valentine's Day flowers need to
be delivered locally or out-of-town, depend on us
for personal, professional and caring attention .
Just give us a call or SlOp by our shop. We'll do
the rest.

&ORDER AR::;'::C::;;;(l£
....~~) U
MMJl
~~~~
~~
Fwro/Gs

1107 P;,e Rollo
364-3161

51

Flowers By Wire-Satisfaction Guaranteed
Order Early For Guarantee
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It Happened
Here ...

Men And
Their Ties

50 years ago this week

Record enrollment at MSM (now UMR) reaches 549 students.
Changing attitudes in our
society have had a marked
impact on most of our
established traditions. Even
Valentine's Day, a time '
historically set aside for "boy
chases girl, girl gets boy", has
been affected by these changes.
Women today are looking more
to the image a man projects by
his grooming, dress and overall
appearance.
Men are starting to get the
message.
More and omore, they are
expressing themselves through
their attire and the astute
woman has become adept at
reading these signs. Check your
own skills at reading a man's
tell-tale signs with this simple
"test" from the Neckwear
Association.
1) If a man uses a lot of red in
his neckwear, is he : (a)
paSSionate (b) aggressive (c)
conservative
2) An independent type is
more apt to wear: (a) quiet
plaid suit and blue tie (b) threepiece grey suit and bright tie
(c) casual attire
3) If he favors green in his
ties, is he the: (a) outdoors type
(b) home-oriented type (c) all
work, no play type
!
4) If you're the helpful type,
should you look for a man who
likes : (a) plaid suits and-wool
ties ( b) striped ties and
business suit styling (c)
geometries and polka dots
5) If you're seeking the
imaginative type, stay away
from men who only wear ; (a)
solid color ties and white shirts
( b) striped ties and solid color
shirts (c) geometric pattern
ties and striped shirts
6)
Ultra-colorful garb indicates a man : (a) who is
stubborn and strong-willed (b)
whose attention will wander,
both in business and pleasure
(c) who is never serious about
anything
7)
Looking for someone
climbing up the corporate
ladder? Seek a man who
favors: (a) blue suits, white
shirts and tasteful ties (b) pinstriped suits, colorful shirts and
paisley ties (c) leisure suits,
turtle neck sweaters
8) If your taste runs to the
advertising, marketing type,
choose a man who wears : (a)
muted plaids and interesting
tweeds (b) flashy colors and
patterns (c) casual dress
CHECK YOUR ANSWERS
WITH
THE
NECKWEAR
ASSOCIATION BELOW:
1) Passionate
2) Quiet plaid suit and blue tie
3) Outdoors type
4) Plaid suits and wool ties
5) Solid color ties and white
shirts
6)
Whose attention will
wander
7) Blue suits, white shirts,
etc.
8) Muted plaids and interesting tweeds

25 years ago this week

Figures now in, a total of 70 students graduated last semester enrollment up to record 1,385.
15 years ago this week

President Elmer Ellis of MSM warns against the Draft Panic.
5 years ago this week

Missouri Concrete conference held here at UMR.
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Confidential Records
As Scrap Paper
LOS ANGELES, CA (CPS) The UCLA dean of students
office has been using confidential student grade records
as scratch paper, according to a
report in the UCLA Daily Bruin.
Stacks of scratch paper made
from cards that included
everything about students from
their names to their addresses
to the grade point average were
discovered in the anteroom to
Dean of Students Bryon
Atkinson's off~ce. The records,
largely of Class of 1977 Phi Beta
Kappa candidates, are legally
private. Atkinson himself admits their use as scratch paper,
especially in ' a public _place,

probably violates both federal
laws
and
university
regulations.
"I certainly don't understand" how the records were
recycled as scratch paper,
Atkinson told the Bruin.
" We've resolved it. The
likelihood is that this cannot
happen again. I'm kind of
embarrassed. "
It is not the first time confidential records have been
released at UCLA. During an
art midterm last April, a
professor passed out scratch
paper that turned out to be the
academic transcripts of 40some stUdents.

ENGINEERS
ACCOUNTING
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION

Avionics' Aces
At Honeywell Avionics, we deal a winning hand to
ambitious engineering and business graduates
seeking unique opportunities for unparalleled
professional expression.
....
Honeywell Avionics possesses an innovative
'I' posture in the avionics industry with state-of-theart developments in ring-laser gyros, radar!
microwave systems, digital air datl:l; computers and
more.

offers three unique career path development
programs:
• Summer internships: Develop a feel for our
products and their applications by working summer
during Jr. and Sr. years.
• Direct discipline involvement. Upon
graduation, begin a full time commitment to your
field of choice. -

_

Our advanced R&D activities are housed in the
progressive Twin Cities of Minneapolis! St.
Paul, where the exciting metro atmosphere
abounds in flourishing culture, recreational diversity
and midwestern friendliness.

• IS-month inter-department plan. An excellent
alternative for the individual who is still undecided,
allowing for 3 consecutive 6-months segments of indepth " hands·on" involvement in Quality
Assurance, Production and Design.

.&.

We also have a selected number of openings for our
Accounting and Business Administration graduates.

'Y

Our supportive working environment invites
individual growth through a responsive
attitude and an abundance of opportunities for
challenging, "hands-on" involvement in advanced
flight instrumentation.
~

+

Avionics aptly responds to the demands of the
aeronautics industry with totally engineered
solutions in aircraft guidance, control and
navigational systems.

Currently, we seek qualified BSEE, MSEE, BSME,
BSIE and Computer Science Engineering graduates
for exciting positions in :

To recei ve firsthand information on how you can
draw from Avionics' Aces, make sure you talk with
our Honeywell representative who will be on
the Univ. of Missouri, Rolla campus, February 15th.
If unable to set up an appointment, 'p lease contact:
M. Durkin - College Relations Department
HONEYWELL AVIONICS DIVISION
MN17-1507
2600 Ridgway Parkway
Minneapolis, MN 55413

• Design Engineering
• Production Engineering
• Software Engineering • Quality Engineering
• Field Engineering
You 'll find we're highly receptive to creating a match
of your talents and ambitions with one of our high
technology engineering areas. To that end, Avionics

An Equ a l Opportunity Employer M / F/ H
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Miners Fall
Just Short
By CHRIS WILSON

1" "1

I'ill, '"II

lIi'

A capacity crowd of well over
people
packed
the
4,000
Bullman
Multi-Purpose
building Saturday night, and
witnessed one of the most exciting games played here in
quite sometime, The Miners
were hosting the Central
Missouri State Mules, They
entered the contest as the
nation's top ranked Division 11
team, boastihg the nation's
leading scorer, UMR was not
awed however, and gave the
Mules all that they could put up
with,
The first 20 minutes were well
played, and fun to watch, Each
team had its' share of the lead,
with Central's coming at each
end of the half.
CMS started fast, and looked
very sharp, as they jumped out
to a quick 10-4 lead in the first
three ·minutes of play, UMR
battled back though, outscoring
the Mules 10-2 over the next four
minutes of play, The two teams
then began trading baske.ts,
until a six·point flurry by the
Miners produced a 26-20 UMR
lead, with 8: 34 left to play,

three
and-a-half
minutes,
Central missed long jumpers,
and UMR missed easy shots off
of well executed fast breaks,
Most of them started with one of
Nesbitt's
18
spectacular
rebounds ,
After
Derek 's
I Hooter
narrowed the gap to 4 points,
Central began to stall. But, the
Mules alw ays came out of their
stall and put up another shot.
They missed both times, and
the Miners converted lay-up
both times, Suddenly, the score
Leonardo Lucas aHempts to penetrate the Central Mo. State defense as Rick Fuerman
was tied at 67-67, The crowd was
going nuts, as thoughts of upset
looks on.
( Photo by Caswell)
filled the air,
scoring for UMR on a 20-footer
However, CMS didn't get to with only one tick left on the
be 17-0 by playing foolishly,
clock, Rob's last second shot
They spent 90 seconds of the produced the final count of 88final 94 preparing for their 76, as SEMO avenged an earlier
game winner, It didn' t happen 30 point loss to UMR during the
just as they'd planned, but it
annual Holiday Tourney, The
worked, Everyone knew they'd
loss drops UMR's league mark
look for Fennelly, and they did,
to 2-4, while they carry an
He missed an outside jumper, ' overall record of 7-11. Come
Thursday, February 7, 1980
but Roy Pearson cut inside to
support· the Miners tonight, as
grab the rebound and drop in
they host a non-MIAA opponent,
MISSOURI MINER
Westminister University of
the follow shot. UMR called
Page 20
r~ulton, Missouri. Hope to see
time-out, but the two seconds
ya'there,
remaining just weren't enough,
The 69-67 loss was UMR's third
straight two point defeat.
UMR was back on the road
Monday, when they travelled to
Cape Girardeau for a contest
against · MIAA for Southeast
Missouri State, The Miners
were attempting to rebound
from
Saturday
nights
disheartening, last second loss
to top ranked Central Missouri
State, Meanwhile, the Indians
had dropped two straight MIAA
games, and 3 of their last 4
encounters,

Sports

Bill Fennelly, who led all
scorers with 30 points, took over
at this point, and outscored
UMR 11-2, Roy Pearson and '
Grey Giouanine each tacked on
a hoop after Fennelly. was
finished, as Central outgunned
UMR 15-2, including 12 straight.
The string pushed them to a
seven point advantage at the
3:08 mark. The Miners weren't
ready to die, and fought back
quickly,
sliCing
Central's
The game began slowly, as
halftime margin to three points, nearly 90 seconds elapsed
The socreboard read 39-36 as before any points were scored, .
the teams left the floor to a UMR and SEMO then traded
resounding ovations from the hoops for the next six minutes,
tremendous crOWd,
Calvin Horhn netted two free
tosses to pull the Miners to
UMR opened the second half within two at 18-16 with 12: 46
with four quick points to pull remaining, At this point, the
ahead by one, Rick Fuermann Indians ran off and hid for the
gave the Miners their first lead next five minutes, stretching
of the half with two free throws, their lead to as many as ten
after 47 seconds of play, Rick points,
also came up with his strongest
scoring effort in a while , as he
Six pOints by both Derek
led the Miners with 18 pOints, Nesbitt and Jeff Kipp drew
and added four assists,
UMR to within three, only to
have SEMO outscore the
During the next six minutes of Miners 7-2 in the last 3:35, and
play, the teams were up and close the half with a 44-33 lead,
down the floor, scoring quickly
and easily, UMR moved back
Half number two was just a
ahead by three, when Jet! Kipp matter of playing out the game,
hit both ends of a one-and-one, after SEMO hit for six quick
and the clock r ead 13: 25. Then points in the minute and-a-half,
the roof fell in on the Miners, and built a commanding 14
They missed several inside point advantage, UMR played
shots, and the inside defense courllgeously , hitting 50 percent
seemed to be taking a nap, from the field, and scoring 42
Befor e the Miners r ecovered, points
in
the half, UnCentral had talleYI'd 13 fast fortunately, it was SEMO's
points, and gone ahead 66-57, night, as they responded with 55
Derek Nesbitt cut the gap by percent shooting and never
two wi~h 8: 08 left to play, Then, allowed the Miners to get any
suddenly, both teams forgot closer than eight points, Rob
h th
Goodenow closed out the

~~ ,,~~ !,.•••~.~~~~, o..~. ~~~"" ~~~~ ~~~~~..........,.......... ~...~ '.._",,~......,....."~
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MOSTEK WILL BE ON CAMPUS
A world leader in MOS integrated circuits and systems, headquartered in Dallas, Texas , will be
interviewing here soon . Check with the placement office for more information.
Mostek, 1200 W. Crosby Road. Carrollton. Texas 75006, We are an equ al opportunity employer. m,1 h.\I.
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Grapplers Split
By JOHN CROW
Last weekend the UMR
matmen
hosted
Lincoln
University and Northwest Mo.
State University in a double
dual meet that proved to be
very exciting and particularly
productive for the Miners.
Once again Bill Spencer
paced the UMR grapplers by
pinning his opponent from
Lincoln University in the 158 lb'.
weight class and defeated his
adversary from Northwest Mo.
State by taking a superior
victory. This means he won by
at least 10 points.

In the meet, the Miners
soundly
defeated
Lincoln
University 42-18; but fell to
Northwest Mo. State 45-10. The
double dual produced a first for
Coach Keeton and the Varsity
wrestling team. The grapplers
set a new UMR record for the
most pins in one meet by winning 6 matches on pins.
Following is a list of the UMR
wrestlers that won by pins.
Fred Kummer
GlenHeil
Mark Hierseman
Bill Spencer
Kirk Avery
RannyMeier

The UMR dual record now
stands at 2-7 and the Miner hope
to better this record when they
travel to the University of
Missouri-St. Louis on Feb. 9 to
participate in a double dual
meet against Lincoln University and the host UMSL squad.
Anyone planning on spending
the weekend in St. Louis is
encouraged to drop by the
UM~L auditorium Saturday
and root the Miilers on to vic1261bs. tory.
1341bs.
ISO lbs.
158lbs.
1671bs.
177lbs.

HILP!

Bill Spencer shows the style of wrestling that has earned
him the distinction of being the most consistent winner on
the Miners wrestling squad.
( Photo by caswell)
I--~--:-------'

I Sports Fo'ns
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I Bet
You
Didn't
Know

p.m,-l a.m . daily

I

I Do you know when the lirst I
INCAA championship basketball I
pournoment was held . and who
Iwon it? First one was staged -41 I
years ago , in 1939, and the lirs,!

Ischool to win it was the University I
101 Oregon.

I

I

10ddly enough , a "substitute" I
Iteam once won the NCAA cham-I
pionship basketball tournament! I
lin 1944 , just belore the tourney I
Iwas to start . Arkansas withdrew I

Ibecause

Shaft

I

two of its stars were in

Ion accident. NCAA officials Iran-I
tically laoked lor a team to I
Ireplace Arkansas . Finally , Utah I
Iconsented to substitute even I
Ithough Utah had linished onJy

I
were I

,third in their conference and had

lalready lost in the Natianal In· I
vi tat ion Tournament and
leliminated there. But Utah sur"

Iprised everybody by then w inning
I'he NCAA tournament!
I

•••

IHere's one of the most amazing

I
I

Ibasketball records 01 all time . I
IWilt Chamberlain , who played in
lover 1,000 pro basketball games l
lin his career , NEVER louled out ofl
a game! That seems hard to I
Ibelieve-but it's a lact that Wilt I

Inever fouled out in any game in I
I any of his 14 seasons in pro
l
I basketball!
...
I
II bet you didn't know college I

I graduates, on the average, livel
lover five years longer thon the I
I general population . This means

I that the lower rate of collegel
graduates makes posslblel
I brooder benefits and lower costs I
in College lile policies. See ..

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH!

Busch on Tap
1107 Pine
Rolla, Missouri

HOT SANDWICHES
• HOT CHILI
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Tankmen; 2-1
Over Weekend
By GERRY GOECKE
The Miner Swim Team had a
busy week last week, as they
beat Northeast Missouri State
72-38 on Friday night, and faced
University of Evansville and
Western Kentucky U. in a
double-dual meet on Saturday.
In the double-dual meet, the
Miners beat Evansville 72-41,
but lost to Western Kentucky 6944 ,
Western
Kentucky
demolished Evansville in the
third portion of the contest, 7934.

1I11~1

lilltt
I11I11

i\iii
lIii~

In the meet against MIAA
rival Northeast Missouri State,
things flowed well for UMR.
Individual performers were led
by Ray Gill, who qualified for
the NCAA Division I Championships with an impressive
322 points in the 3-Meter Diving.
Gill also won the I-Meter Diving
with a UMR Varsity Record
287.65 points. Other swimmers
who recorded personal bests
included Brad Racen, who won
the 1000 Free in 10:38.8, Don
Havey and Mike Shive in the 200
Free, Darian Dickinson, who
finished behind John Smith in
the 50 Free, Ray Stricker in the
200 IndiVidual Medley, Doug
Ewers and Dave Raskin in the
200 Butterfly, Ray Tice in the
200 Backstroke, Don Foster in
t!te 500 Freestyle, and Scott
Lampert, who won the 200
Breast stroke in 2: 22.3.
The meet on Saturday against
Western
Kentucky
and

Evansville, both Div.ision ·
schools, proved to be much
more competition. Ray GiU
continued his eXfellent diving,
winning both the 1- and 3-Meter
Diving with scores of 286.75 and
260.90, respectively. Other
winners
included ' Dave
Clyburn, who
the 200
Backstroke in 2:04.0, a seasonbest time, and Don Havey, who
won the 200 Breast stroke in
2: 15.2. In addition, the 400
'Freestyle Relay of Mike Shive.
Dal'e Clyburn. John Smith•. and
This is the Miner Swim Team in action against NOrtheast Missouri State Friday night at
Don Foster won their event in
the multi-purpose building. The tankmen defeated their opponents soundly by a score of
3:20.72. just six hundredths of a
72-38.
second ahead of the Evansville
( Photo by caswell)
team,
-The Miners will continue their , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
season this weekend, as they
<
travel to SIU-Carbondale to
compete in the Salukl Invitational to be held February 8,
9, and 10, the first championship-type format tournament of the year for the
Miner Tankmen. This couid be
a good test of what the Miners
can do against major college
competition.

~M:i:::"-'_ ' ' ~<

Campus
.Intervie"W"s
Match your talents to the search for energy.
(U.S. Citizenship or permanent resident visa is required .)

-------Degrees-BS/MS/PhD------~
Geophysics
Physics
Malh

Geology
(wlMalh or Physics
minor)

Compuler Science
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering

SEND

ADOUQU€T
OF lOW

THIS

VAI£HTlHE'S DAY
"o€-

Say
Mine" with
flowers. Our " Lovebird
[3ouquet"W is more than
the perfect gift. It's a
romantic inspiration.
We can deliver
it anywhere in this orea
or almost anywhere in
the world through
15,000 affiliated
Teleflorists. P.emember.
Volentine's Day was
made for hearts and
flowers. Our " Lovebird
[3ouquet"W contains

- - - - - A r e a s of Activities and Locations----Computer Software
Development
Applications Programming
Digilal Analog Design
Electromechanical Design
Seismic Data Collection

Seismic Data Processing
Geophysical Research
Systems Analysis
Dallas. TX
Houslon. TX
Auslin . TX

Midland . TX
New Orleans. LA
Denver. CO
Anchorage. AK
and Overseas localions
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Seismic Data Collection, Processing and Interpretation. This organization is the world
leader in the search for oil. Seismic services (both land and marine) include threedimensional (3D) geophysical data gathering and processing . an important new approach in
• delineating petroleum-bearing .formations. pioneered by TI.

310
Ie<

Interviewing on Campus
February 11·12
If unable to interview at this time , send resume to : College Relations Administrator/ P. O .
Box 225621 I M.S. 39481Oallas . Texas 75265.

GEOPHYSICAL SERVICE INC.
A SU BSIDIARY OF TEXAS IN STR U M ENTS INCOR PORAT ED

TREFLab\
The way America
sends love~
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- - - - - - - - M a j o r Technologies--------

Rolla

364·3161
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~~
1107 Pine
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qUi

FROM $12.50
Order Early ·For
Guarantee
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An eq u al opportunit y e mpl oyer
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Womens

Basketball
knew that this baJlgame was
ours when we went back out. ..
The
UMI\
Women's And prove it they did, shooting
Basketball team split a pair last an incredible 62 percent from
week,
defeating
Missouri the floor for a very impressive
Southern in a thrilling game, 68- 53 percent shooting clip for the
66, and losing to st. Louis U. in a ' game. Both teams moved the
game marked by questionable ball weJl throughout the game,
refereeing, 65-53.
but in the end, the Miners
In the game against Missouri proved to be the better team,
Southern, the Lady . Miners beating Southern, the number 2
really jelled in what Coach team in the state last season, 68Annette Caruso describti<fas "a 66.
real team effort." Four players The St. Louis U. game turned
scored in double figures, led by out to be quite a different story.
Barbara Berry, as the Fresh- In Coach Caruso words, "The
man center scored 20 points and officials never gave us a chance
grabbed 15 rebounds, high to play basketball." That would
figures for the game on both seem to be the case, as the
sides. Carmen Baker scored 18 Miners had 5 fouls called
points, Karen Williamson put in against them in the first 22
14, Karen Peacock sunk 5 seconds! And the offiCiating
buckets for 10 points, and Becky never got any better, as the
Ommen scored 6 points.
visiting UMR team was given
The game was a must win for the shaft at every possible
the Lady Miners, as a loss could opportunity. It got to the point
have put them out of contention where Coach Caruso had to
for one of the two state playoff bench three of her best players
spots from this district, by far because "they were just too
the top district in the state. With upset to play, something that
this win, the ladies evened up I've never seen before in
their district record at 2-2, and Women's basketball."
also avenged an earlier loss to The Lady Miners continued
Missouri Southern this season. their season Tuesday night
Southern has a reputation for against Lincoln University and
playing up and down ball, bul last night against district rival
Tuesday night they were Evangel College, and will try to
definitely up. At the end of the better their record Saturday,
first half, they were up by a Feb. 9 at William Woods and
field goal, 32-30. In the locker again next Monday night
room at half, though, the Lady against School of the Ozarks.
Miners were very confident. In TiJH)ff time for that game Will
Coach Caruso's words, "We be5:00p.m.
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Where the Olympic action is
Competition at the XIII Winter Olympics will take place at five major venues.- Mt. ..van Hoevenberg for
bobsled. luge. cross-country and biathlon events; Whiteface Mountain for alpine skiing events; Intervale
for ski jumping; Lake Placid village for speed skating; and the fieldhouse complex. also In Lake PlaCid Village.
for figure skating and hockey. A description of some of the events and venues follows :

B GERRY GOECKE
Y

M-Club
Athlete

SKI JUMPS-The ski jump towers
are located at Intervale Hill. one
mile from the center of town . This
was the site of the 1932 Olympic
ski jump event on what was then
a 60-meter jump. This was later
changed to a 70-meter jump.
following the July 4. 1977 event.
and construction began on the new
70-meter and 90-meter hills. There
are also 40-. 25- and IS-meter
training jumps at the same site.

OLYMPIC BOBSLED RUN-Winding down Mt . Van Hoevenberg is the new refrigerated Olympic luge
run-built especially for the 1980 Winter Olympic games. lOOO-meters long. It IS the only luge run In the
western hemisphere. and has been termed one of the best In the world. The OlympIC bobsled run. also
at Mt. Van Hoevenberg. is 6 '(' miles from the center of Lake PlaCid Village. It was constructed In 1931
for the III Winter Olympics held at Lake Placid in 1932. Originally the run was I !I, miles long. but was
later shortened to its present length of one mile . Most recently . It was the site of the 1978 World
Championships. Mt. Vah Hoevenberg Will also be the site of the biathlon and cross-country events.

Ray Gill of the swimming
team has been selected as this
weeks M-Club athlete by his
outstanding performance in
diving over the weekend. In the
three-meter
event
Ray
qualified
for
Division
I
Nationals by scoring 322.00,
twelve more than the required
310.00. This was also a varsity
record. In one-meter diving
Ray set a varsity record of
287.65.

"VALENTINE'S SPECIAL"

Beverage Mart
10% off on all wines

0
0
\?

Walker Special Canadian 1.75

$8.75
1021 Kingshighway

Ray Gill

Alex Pizza Palace
122 W. 8th Street Rolla
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

-SANDWICHES -SALADS -SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH

For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
364-2669 or 364-9878

GRELLNER
SALES & SERVICE, INC.
Distributor of Miller, Miller
Lite, Pabst Blue Ribbon,
Andeker & Lowenbrau
If you are having a party,
contact our campus reps.

JOE GABRIS 364·2930

or
JERRY fREDERICKS 364·5226
- .. -

---- ...

j.-.--~---
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equation. The unsuspecting
student rejoices . Surely I can
work that one out ! Receiving a
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Campus Club 57
Beta Sig43
Delta Sig 22
Acacia 15
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by Steve K Walz

Lake Placid 1980 Preview

Men's
Sig Ep39
Sig Pi 32
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Intramural
B-Ball Scores

student's attention on tb.e part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the professor

In tne pairs competition, OlympIC
veterans Tal Babllonla and Randy
Gardner are expected to become
the 'darllngs' of the winter games
They are an exciting duo who are
expected to pull out all the stops In
order to dethrone the Soviet
champs. Irina Rodnlna and Alek·
sandr Zaltsev The Soviets are
expected to win In Ice danCing with
Great Bntaln and Hungary In the
runnmg for a medal as well

Beta Sig 45
Kappa Sig 32
Phi Kap57
Mates 42
Manor Inn 30
Triangle 14

Speed skatfng

BSU 38
SigTau 31

GDI56
KA36

ABS56
GDI55

Sig Nu 43
TKE29

Tech Eng60
TJ 35
CSA2
FELAO
Delta Tau 47
CCH29
Triangle 34
AEPi32
Beta Sig47
SlgPi30
LambdaChi2
FELAO

I

Ia
Illi

RHA60
Theta Xi 31

With the experienced team of Enc
Heiden . Peter Mueller and Mike
Woods. the- Amencan men should
wm their share of gold . Silver and
bronze medals over the Norwegians
and East Germans On the women 's
Side . look for Beth Heiden and leah
Poulos Mueller to clinch several
'golden fleeces' over the Soviets and
East Germans

Sig Ep 42
Sig Nu 37

fee hockey

Manor Inn 76
Acacia 19
Triangle41
DeitaSig21
Eric Heiden Is America 's speedskating demon .

Kappa Sig 39
Sig Pl26
RHA59
CSU20
Lambda Chi 37
Theta Xi 22
RHA37
CCH26

Campus Club 69
TKE45

Campus Club 55
Kappa Sig 20

Delta Tau 44
Lambda Chi 41

Beta Sig45
SigEp44

GDlSO
PiKa34

BSU 52
AEPi 46

Manor Inn 66
SigTau 64

ABS45
Tech Eng43

TJ 37
PiKA 32

SigTau 33
AEPi 29

ABS39
Phi Kap31

Wesley 58
Delta Sig 28

Males 48
TJ 33
Wesley 38
AEPi32

Women's
Starduslers 35
AWSI5

Sig Tau 33
Acacia 18

WHAIO
Crescents 6

Tech Eng 60
Mates 45

ABS23
AWS8

Wesley 51
BSU 34
TechnEng61
KA24
Theta Xi 43
CSA22
Phi Kap47
Pikers 40
ABS59
KA31

ZTA 13
RHAIO
Chi031
MSRA 13
KD 18
TJ9
Chi028
ZTA 15
ABS21
KD5

Student roo':s=r loc:tion ,·k~'
chen and TV room. Reasonable.
Call Mike after 2:30, 364-9988,
_l~~:.hop·I ___ Ii~~~~_ _d

New York-With the 1980 Winter
Olymp'cs about to open under the
'spectre of the gun.' one can
anticipate that these games Will be
played at a frenzied emotIOnal pitch.
The Soviets and Eastern Blo c
countries know that the Summer
Games might not be held In Moscow
If the present world situation continues to detenorate Thus. we might
see the Amencan athletes trying to
vent their frustrations out on the
CommunlSt·bloc athletes by per·
forming superhuman athletic feats .
But. by the same token. the Soviet
team Will try and embarrass the
Americans right In their own
backyard
Oh. yes. I wouldn ' t count out the
posSIbility of East to West defections
once the games get underway As It
stands now. the East Germans and
Soviets are expected to accumulate
the most medals . The United States
IS expected to do better thIS year.
Simply because the federal govern·
ment has chipped In some money In
an eflort to develop better faCIlities
across the country Below IS a list of
those events which should bnng the
Americans a medal or two

The RUSSians and Czechs are
sending their NHl caliber players
under an 'amateur' title. so how Will
the Amencan and Canadian teams
made up of collegians and Junior 'A'
players fair?
The U.S squad has been plaYing
a Soviet brand hockey as of late and
could pull a huge upset dUring the
competition . They have enough
talent to defeat the slick Swedish
squad . and any t ie or win With the
RUSSians and / or Czechs Will leave
the CommunISts With egg on their
fa ces.
ThiS Will be a war on Ice . With the
Canadian Olympians haVing an
outSide shot at a bronze If they play
conSis tentl y
Sklln&

Figure skatfng
In the men's diVIsion. Charlie
Tickner IS expected to give Robm
Cousins of Bntaln and Vladimir
Kovalev of the USSR all they can
handle Over on the women's Side,
Lmda Fratlanne and Lisa Mal"-le Allen
are both expected to be In the
victory circle Fratlanne has been
under Immense pressure as of late.
so any mIStake on her part might
mean victory for Anett Potzsch of
East Germany

SALE! SALE!

Austrian and West German women
are expected to lead the pack With
Amenca's Cmdy Nelson In the
running for a Silver In the downhill
events The men should do well In
the cross country, NordiC and ski
lumping events With Steve Mahre
and Bill Koch shooting for the gold
The U.S IS not expected to do well
In the luge . Bobsled and Biathlon
events which have been traditionally
dominated by the Soviets and East
Germans
Wtth or Without snow, the political
and nationalistic Implications alone
should make the lake Placid Olym·
PICS the most exciting ever

SALE!

.20%
.50%
-Converse, some models.
-Nike, men's & ladies' waffle trainees.
.20%
-Brooks, Villanova .................... 20%

-New Balance 320, 355 ...

off
off
off
off

-Brooks Spikes

0"
10% 0"

-Down & poly fill jackets & vests ......... 10%
-All warm ups ...... . . . .. ............ .

still have a good stock of hiking boots.
m~ . See Us For All Your Fraternity/ Sorority Needs

HEY

SPORT shop
1003 Pine Street

Rollo , MO

364 ·5495
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